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Re: Report by Task Force #1 ofSt'lCY Group #6
Commission on Government Procurement
Allocation of Ri~hts to Inventions Made
in the P0r i or-ua nc c of GoverIl~ant Heseo.rch
and Deve Lopme n t Contracts and Grants

Dear Mr. Braun:

""f.
t,

Attached is the Final Report of Tas!i Force #1 of S-tudy Group #6
which we ~espectfully s ubr.u t will provide s ome new and practical
solutions :for the allocation of government contract potent rights.

hiay I tn~':e this opportunity to thank each of the member-s of T?sj!:
ForCE #1 for their conscientious, rlilicent and objeotive efforts
in arr~vj:lt a~ the conclusions set furth therein, It has been a
gra~t l~!e~s~re to !~e to ~eI've with all of t~sm and ! tl~~ve learned
E gre~t d~al fram the various viewpoin~s and exper~ise of the .
m'3mbers (;1' this widely-b~,sE'd group. \'ie' are es pecLaLly grateful
to ~~r. :-'orr.::::n J. La t ke r of HZi'! who labored over numerous drafts
of the rc)'ort. While it has not been possible to resolve some
of the de t a I Ls of the p:::'o~);.e::iE: ~'!hic;l W~ discussed) I believe the
~eport reflects tl12" ge~er~l co~ccnsus on the more important
items. I~ also enuffiDrate~ a few of the other features Which
still require specific resolutlOl1.

The Pl'L1\Ol'Y mi ss i on of the Commi.ss Lon and the Task Force is to
provide r\?CO~lJr.e:1(;n.tions 1::0 Cont:;rcf:s for pos s Lb Le Le gLs La t i on ,
which nay involve e x t e ns Lve i1ea:~inr;s with zoesultant longo-time
delay. The majority of ~he Task Force believes that the question
of a I Loca t t cn of patent riGl1ts under govcrnrnen t c on trac r s is a
lons-~t&~ding cce whj.ch h~s net been satisf~ctorily resolved by
the 1:\'10 1'='2siden~;ia 1 ,iC[;101'~,:1ja on Gcvc r-mnen t Patent Policy or by
the piGc~~c~l paten! leg~s::~tion previc~sly provided by tIle
Congress, We also have been v~ry aWRre of the vast differences
betwecll such sta:ements or legislation and the specific i~ple

mentatiul1s thereof by the many governmen~ agencies which hove
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been given widp. discretion or only very broad policy criteria.
Even different departments in the same agency have had quite
differentpolicies'and procedures.

We have attempted to provide a much more simplified and equitable
procedure and policy for resolving slich questions at the more
appropriate times when maximum relevant information is available·
to both the Government and its contractors. We have been
cognizant of the attempts by Congress and the Executive to reduce
government red tape and have attempted to,provide means which we
believe will save a great deal of preserttly-wasted effort in
negotiation and administration. Contractor participation in R8,n
contracting is encouraged. .

We respectfully submit that the essential features of the recom
mended policies and procedures could just as well be implemented
by' Executi ve Order under vexi s t t ng powers and lcgisla t.Lo.n . ~\uch

earlier and more efficient and uniform administration could be
provided with considerable manpower and tax savings. We recommend
that a copy of· this report be forwarded to the Com:nittee on
Government Patent Policy under the Federal Council for Science and
Technology for consideration. We also submit that any such
solutions cannot be reached solely by consultation bet....een the
various executive ag-encies, but must include resolution of the
practical co~siderntions encountered by industry in its attempts
to serve the Government and public interests.

We recommend a general policy which would utilize a single
government-wide Patent Rights I:~D contr~ct clause. It would provide
"exclusive commercial rights" in contract inventions for a period
of three years after issuance of a patent thereon to the R&D
contractor, while providing the Government a non-exclusive,
irrevocable, royalty-free, worldwide license for all federal
government purposes. Such action would provide ease of adminis
tration of patent matters at the time of contracting. It should
also provide for more widespread and effective contractor
participation in government TI&D contracts, especially by the
portions of industry having large commercial investment, patent
interests, arid expertise in the related field, who could best
provide the Government's needs. The contractor would be granted
the initial period of exclusivity, since he would generally be the
entity mos't likely to utilize, or license, the invention to provide
new products for public use. In order to maximize competition in
the commercial markets and the broadest possible utilization of
the inv~ntions, the Government would have the right, after the
initial exclusive period, to acquire, or reqUire, such additional
rights for itself or for others as would be necessary ... nd equit
able.

We believe that the vast negotiation effort now wasted both in the
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Government and'in industry in deciding the disposition of patent
rights at the time of contracting could be eliminated. Much more
realistic effort could be expended on a greatly reduced scale by
considera tion of pa t cn t rights when the real interests of the
Government, the Contractor, and the public are better defined
with respect to a relatively few specific inventions of real
public interest. Such a solution would be much superior to
resolution of patent rights on an uninformed basis of supposedly
relevant broad .techn I ca I fields or agency ,missions prior to the
time of contracting. It also always offers an acceptable degree
of patent protection to the Contractor at the .time of contracting.

Instead of resolution of patent rights ac~ording to the discretion
of the individual agencies~ we believe that issues arising under
the gen~ral policies should ue settled by an unbiased Board of
Review comprising a permanent chairman and secretary, and expert
members selected from a panel representing government, the public

. and industry. In unusual circumstances, preliminary appeal could
be made to the Board by an agency believing that a special
situation is involved in a particular contract. It is contemplated
that no blanket deviations should be authorized by the Board.
Prospective licensees under government. contract inventions also

.would have the right of appeal to the Board in the event they were
unable to negotjate suitable licenses with the contractor under
government contrz.et inventions. Prospective contractors could
appeal unreasonable Agency actions or demands.

The Task Force has differing views on whether "exclusive commer-c LaI
rights" to the contractor should involv~ "title" in contract
inventions or "exclusive license and sublicense rights" to the
contractor, all subject to the Government's license for govern
mental purposes. We recommend the solution of such details by
the Congress, or the Executive, depending upon the specific
means in which our recornmendationsmight be implemented ..

We also submit herewith a Minority Report submitted by James E.
Denny, Esq., a member of the Task Force, who believes the present
government patent policy should be adequate. Mr. Denny's report
con~ents favorably on some of the features, including the Review
Board, of the Majority Report, while questioning the desirability
of other' features. He concludes by stating that he considers
the Majority policy to be an alternative he could support.

We are not forwarding herewith the numerous background items
listed in Appendix A since S't ud y Group ;iG already has this
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material. However, we are forwarding Appendix B which Lnc Iudce
some additional background items of current importance which
may assist in evaluating our report.

If Task Force #1 can be of further aSS1stance, please do not
hesitate to call upon us.

Very truly yours,

r:

cc: Members of Task Force #1
G. D. O'Brien, Esq.
O. A. Neumann, Esq.
Leonard Rawicz,Esq.

.J-' cf tu-Lm-Ik/
J. L. Whittaker
Chairman

,
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REPO!rr BY TJ\SK FORCE 1\0. 1 OF STlJDY moup NO. 6. OF TIlE CCA\L\/ISSION ON GO\'ER,\nNT

PRQCURE.\;Q\j"T C1\j TIlE ALLCC\TIO~l OF. RIQITS TO Il'i1'E.\'TIO:\S ~ll\DE IN TIlE Pf:RFOTh\tl\l\lC.E

OF GOVER\:·!Eo';T RESEARGl A\1) DE\aOP~lENT CO~'TR.A.crs AND GR<lu'IITS

TIlE TASK FORCE A\1) ITS ASSIG0lF-\iT

The Task Force was assigned to consider the problems involving
allocation of rights to inventions ma~e in the performmlce of go\ern
ment research and dcvc Iopvcnt contracts and grants. (The terns "rights
to inventions" or "invention rights" should be unders tood to include
"patent rights" when p:ltent applications or patents are involveel.
further, the terms "cont ractj's) " or "contractorts) " should be under
stood to hereinafter include, respectivel)", "grant(s}" and "grantee(s)").

, The membership of the Task Force' consists of individuals chosen
for tpeir patent expertise frem govenunent, industry, ~liver3ities

and the private bar , In an effort to obtain ;1J1. objective vicw
each reprcscntative vas requested to present his own views and not
those of·his employer.

BACKGROD";\D ~mr.RIAI.s

During the deliberation of issues presented to the 'rask Force
it took into cons idcrut ion a nunbcr of factors, includ.rng the
expcricnce of i ts mer.:op.r';hi?, Prcs i deut Kcnncdys and :\ixcn's
Statement of P;:tent Peliey m:tl the experience3 thereunder, exi.sting
legislation, Executive and Congressional hcar ings and reports. .
regulations of the Exccut.ivc.cnd heari.ngs and investigations of
this Cormi.s s i.on and other pr i vatc groups. t\ bibliography listing
an extcns ivc amount of literature generated by the debate over allo
cation of invention rights is attached as APPE,\1JIX A.

I1';IRODUcrIC~ A,':]) HISTORY

The rap i d increase of government- funded research and develop
ment since the end of ;'Iorld i\"ar II to the level of 1S billien
dollars in f i sca! year 1971 h3S focused attentien upon the adequacy
of governncnt policies governing the disposition of inventions made
by contractors in perfonam1cc of gove~"cnt contracts.
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DrrLng the early s t agcs of the expans icn of. government-sponsored
research and development those departments and agencies of the
Executive most aFfected issuetl regulations.making disposition of
inventions beD,~en ~~e",selves and their co~tractors. In the main,
such policics provided for either (a) a first option to title in

. the contractor wi th a royalty-free license to the govcrnmerrt for
goven1I1'.cntal purposes or (0) title in the depar tment or agency
with a nonexclusive license to the contractor for commercial uSe.
The former policy was best exemplified in the Dopartment of Defense
patent regulations. The Department or Defense has stated that this
policy satisfied their needs since it gave the goverm.ent as a
mi.niraum the worId-wide right to utilize all Depcr'tracnt-fundcd Inven-.
tions for goverrmcnt aI purposes. TIle latter policy was best exempli
fied in the patent regulat ions of departments and agencies whose
research and development rission is directed to"'ard generating results
th t '1 ~ b fl' ~\ . '1'a mrgnt e use ru m ",1.C CLV1 1a.'1 economy.

"As the issue sur'round ing the allocation of invention rights
.became more pronounced, the Congress acted to provide statutory
guidance. This guidance tool-: the form of individual statutes ",hich
covered inventions evolvi~g frem a portion of or ~'1 entire depart
!llent or agency's research and dcvol.opnent prcgram.

The Language of the statutes revcals no cons is tent intent on
the part of Congress to provide a unifcnn govem,"ent patent policy.
To the contrary, the stiltutes provide in so:ne instances for title

. in the government and in other instances· direct the department or
agency to take into conis iderat ion the equities of the contractor.

An attempt to moderate the controversy revolving around the
different statutoD' and reR,llatoD' patent policies eventually
resulted in President ~0r~e~v's October 10, 1963 ~~mora.~d~n and
Statement of Covcrnracnt Patent Policy. This Statement was the
first effort by the Exccutive Branch to reso lve the allocation of
invention rights issue on a government-wide basis. President
Kennedy's Statement is based on the assuT.ption that no single
disposition of ownership could accccunodaro the different miss ions
of the various govcrrrnerrt agencies. Thus, the Statement indicated
as one of its objectives. " ...• a governmerrt-wide policy (subjcct
to statute) on the disposition of invcntions made under government
contracts reflecting corrnon principles and objectives, to the
extent consistent \,ith \:I!C ",is~ions of the resDective ogencics."
l'tJilTCiTinIng ~1I1l1 FJrCntiH.:tL... ~d CLlU.:-:iC :ludeu..) J\ccorJlllg1y, tnc
Statca.cnt left to the various .Icpa r nncnts ;IEd ;Iger\cies the deter
mination as to whc thc r their prior existing policies were consistent
with the intent of the :>t<:ltc<iJcnt.

•
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'. On August 23, 1971, President Nixon issued a revi.sed Idcmorandum
aria Statement of Government P~tent Policy. The revised Statement
left unaltered the b::sic principles on the allocation of invention
rights set forth in Prcs i.dcrit Kennedy's 1963 Statement. However ,
the revised Stater.~cnt dccs prOVide fer additional authority in L~e

departments and agencies (not other..ise restrained by statute) to
grant excjus ive-r-ights to contractors in identified inventiens to
which the govcrnnent has ci thcr retained a Ei rs.t option. to title
or has already taken title. This authority has been previ ous ly
exercised by some of the depart~cnts and agencies upon a contractor's
petition for title at .the time of Idcntifi dat ion of the Invent ion
or tilrough the gr2nting of exclusive licenses to interested developers
under goverr&£nt-m,ned patents.

j
As of tilis date, the departIT.ents and agencies have the authority

under the revised Presidential Statement or under statute to take
title or license in the govcrnment ; delay dctcrmmati.on of ovnershi.p

" until identification of the invention; or gr~~t exclusive licenses
under govel1~ent-m,nedpatents. Since issu~,ce of President Ke~,edy's.

Statement" most of the departments and agencies have been incroas'ing Iy
utilizing var-ious combinations of these mechanisms of dispos i tion.
A contract clause reserving title to the government is gcne ral ly
utilized l~len the contr.:lct relates to certain technic.:!l fields er
missiors and less often UYIOer other specified cenditions. Only in
tile ab;:e:nce of such fields or conditions and providing rhe contractor
can establish special expertise, facilities, patent; position, etc.
docs the goverm;]c:Jt utili:e a contract cl.:luse pormitting the contractor
a first option to title to Invent i ons which may ar i se in performance
of the contract. Clauses wh ich defer dcteria inat i on until identification

-',----of the invention are generally used when ne i tiler tile criteria for
a title or license clause are clearly met.

Nob,itilstanding the issl!~,ce of the 1963 Kennedy Statement
of GoverP~cnt Patent Policy, Congress continued to provide guide
lines in the form of Ind'ividual statutes as new research programs
were initiated. The Task force is of L~e opinio:J that Prcsident
Nixon's revi sed Statement wi11 probably not deter similar statutory
cnactmeflts.

(For fu,ther detail concerning the'historical development of
gove~"ent ratent policy prior to President Nixon's revised Statement

,see "Remarks of James E. Denny Before tile Intellectual Property
Rights Seminar, Smithson.ian Institution, April 7, 1971," .-\PPE"DIX B)

ANALYSIS Of CllRFP:T (0\ T.!'':,~·'':,\l PATE::T POLICY

The Task Force, after revieHing the different statutory and
regulatory patent policies under wh i.ch the departments and agcnc ies
now operate, was cri t i.c.rI of a mmbcr of aspects of the policies'
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overall ir.,pact. TIlC Task Force believes that some of these criticisms
would be inherent to any gcvemmont-wi dc policy ''''hich permits
Congress or an individual department or agency to establish and/or
implement policies for such department or agency different f'ron
other dcpar tr'cnt o.r agency policies. Thefo11owing were considered
to be the most Inportant areas of concern:

1. .The existing patchwork of statutory and regulatory
policies lli,der I,hich the depar~~ents and agencies nOli

..... operate. does not afford government contractors, who deal
,,~th f~ltiple departments ~.d agencie~, the degree of
predictabili ty of owncrship of resulting inventions and
the ease of adrairris trati.cn one could reasonably expect
when dealing wi th a single entity such as the Federal
Covernmcnt , In addition to the difficulties encountered
in maste~ing the multiplicity of different department
and agency policies, tne ac.~inistrative burden nOH i:;,posed
on the contractor to establish his equities in inventions
that have resulted or \·:i11 result f rcm his government
sponsored research is out of proportion to the total
number of econoni cal ly s igni f icant inventions
generated. [t is further noted that the burden on
the contractor to eSLablish these equities also
creates an admin.is trative burden on the gov'ern-.
mont to revi ew the contractcr ' s position. 1110 Task
Force be l ievcs that a government patent policy should
provide for predictability and case of adminis t rat ion
on the part of both the contractor. and the government
wherever possible.

2. The Harbridge House Stud)' on Government Patent .
Policy indicated that in certain situations the retention
of exctus Ivc corscrc ic l rights in the contractor "will,
on balance, promote utilization better than acquisition
of title bv Gove rnnent", It is axiomatic that those r
departments and agencies that retain title to all inven-
tions generated by the i r programs for dedication or non
exclusive licefGing, by policy decision or tilrough statutory
direction, ilre precluded from identifying those inventions
best ret2.ined by the cantractor. The Task Force believes
that a governnerit patent policy should encourage conmcrcial
utilization of government- funded inventions. It was also
noted, however , that any policy shouId contain provis ions
which would precluJe) anticompetitivc consequences which
may result from all cxces s ivc period of exclusivity in a
contractor.

3. Under present policies, the T::lSk Force believes
there are i ns t ancos in v.h ich the contractor, knowing
he wi l l be umb lc to retain exclusive conrncrc i a l rights
to Invcnt i ons genera.ted under a proposed cont rac t , wi l l
refuse to participate in a gc)\'erf'.r.lcnt program because of
jeopardy to his private Iy financed ccomcrcial pos i tion .

•
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Hence, a new advance in the art generated in performance.of a
governmant-fund~d contract which will not be owned by the invent
ingcontractor could severely under~ine tllat cQntra~tor's back
ground position. Tile Task Force believes that it is in the
national jntere~t that government patent policy encourage maximum
participation of all industry in government programs.

4. The Task Force has found no persuasive reason why th~

technical field or mission of a department or agency program
should be an overriding f ac t or, as exists under present policies,
in dictating the disposition of inventions, whether that dis- •
position be by title or license in the governmerit. The dis
position of ownership based only on technical field or mission
necessarily e Lf.nt na t es consideration of s i gn I f Lcan t equities of·
either the pUblic or the contractor. Further, inventions
resulting f>:'om research in a particular :field or misslOndo not
neces~arrrynave any relatTon LO such tecL!Hc:11 field or 1:11S51011 ,

or may have much broader applicat10l1, as has been the case in
many instances.

5. rhe different existing statutory and regulatory policies
result in different disposition of inventions within a single
field of technology. In practice, President Kennedy's Statement
has not brought about a uniform disposition of such inventions,
due to differing department or agency interpretatio~of its
language. The Task Force belie~es that this situation will
cont~nue under President Nixon's Statement, since the revised
Sta.tement is not specifically aimed at overcoming this problem.

6. Many of the factors identified in the Presidential Statements
as influencing utilization, participation and competition have
little relevance prior to invention identification, and are of
questionable benei i t Ln maki.ng de termi nation at the time of
making a contract. Furthermore. a number of ~hese factors do·
not become relevant until some attempt has been made to undertake
the exploitation of the invention commercially.

TASK FORCE CHOICE OF DIRECTIO~l

Rather than concur in separate department or agency policies or
a uniform government patent policy prOViding for different disposition
of inventions, depending on technical field, ma s s t on , or case c i r cum- .
stances, as exemplified by the President's revised Statement on
Government Patent Policy, the Task Force determined to expLore the
possibility of formulatin£;" a uniform r,-overnment patent policy which
would make a sin;;le disposItion 01 Lnvent i on ri~llts in all instances.
As discussed above, tne task Force believes that any uniform
government patellt policy providing for a single disposition of
invention rights should maximize to the extent possible:

"Utilization" of the inventions reSUlting from government
funded rcs e a r-ch :

Contractor "participation" in government programs;

"£:1se of Administratio~' on tile part of both the government
and tIle contractor; and

"Competition in the marketplace".

- 5 -
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With these £oals in mtnd, and wi th the expectation that the policy would ,
resolve a number of separately posed and related Issucsvzhe Task rOI"Ce con
sidered and agreed on the follO\dng In making its proposal:

1. The Task Force agrees, as did the President's Co~is

sion on the patent system in its November 17, 1966, report,
that a patent system s t imul utcs the investment ef additional
capital for the further dcvc Iopncrrt and marketing of pro:iucts using an
invention by gi.vi.ng t the patent OIYTIer the right, for a
limited period, to exclude oelers frCon --- or license
others for --- m~;ing, using, or selling the invented
product or process.

2. A uniform gove~~ent patent.polic/ resulting in govern
ment ownership of inventions made in performance of its
contracts for dcclication to the public, or the granting of
only non-cxc lus i ve licenses, whether such ownershi p is based
'on a technical field or mission or otherwi.se , would necessarily
eliminate the sti~Jlus envisioned by the patent system.·

3. Under SUdl a policy, t.~ere is a prospect in some cases
that the market potential of an 'invention and other means
of property protection Hill not adequately serve to encourage
'the investment of risk cap i ta l for dcve.lopment when not
f inanced by the govcmment . TIle research Investment in
sum Lnvent i ons I':ill to a large extent be lost to the
public.

4. It Has therefore agreed that any uniform policy
recorrmended I::ust provide [or exclu.sive cOr.T.lcrcial rights
in the inventing organization or another deveIopcr in

• those Inventions wh ich wculd not otherwise be ut i l i:ed.
(It should be unders tood that the term "cxc.lus Ive cornncrc.in l
rights" includes either title to the invention or an
exclusive license thercuadcr . ) The Task Force agrees
that exc lus ivi ty could be provided in the following two
ways:

a. Granting commercial exclusivity at the time
of contracting to all inventions to be generated
in perform~U1ce of SUc/l contracts; or

•
b. Granting conmcrci al cxc lus ivity selectively
after identification of the invent ions on the
basis of evidence that dcve Iopncnt nay not
proceed wi thout such cxc I us j vi ty, (For the
purposes of this J iSCllSS i on , this mcchun i sm
shall be referred to ;IS :l deferred determin
ation policy, <lnd shoulJ be understood to
include a gcwcm:nent cxc Ius ivc license policy
now pos s i.l l c under Prcs i dcnt ~ixon's rev i scd
Statcmcnt dlcrc not otherwise Dq;J(eJ by statute
or agency policy.)



S. The Task Force recegni:es that ~,der a deferred dcter
mination policy the possibility of maximi zing "ccnpcti.tlon"
exists, since cxclusivc cormcrc.iaf rights Hill only be
granted when it is shown that exclusivity is the determining
factor in bringing the invention to the raarketpl ace ,
However, even assuming that the government could correctly
identify all Invent ions rcqui r.ingcxclus iv i ty , albeit a
remotc possibility, it is the opinion of dle Task Force
that a deferred policy has and will negatively affect
contractor "participation" in government; programs. "utili
zation" of the results of such progrsms , and "case of
admirris traticn" on the part of bo th ilie government and the
contractor as amplified by ilia .following:

a. TI1e u.~certainty of o"TIership involved in a
deferred deternunatioa policy would disceurage
at least sorae contractors From participating in
government prograrrs. ~bst certainly a contractor
whose private ly f inanccd background position
would be jeopardized by n0wly generated inventions
which he might not necessarily own must th.ink
seriously before taking a centract whi ch intends
to capitalize on hi~ bo.ckground position.
Refusal to part.J c ipate in this situation \"ill
probably necessi t ate the government contract with
a less qualified contractor or not contract
at all.

b. The Long processing periods inherent in a
deferred de terniinat ion policy would in some
cases delay prompt utilization of government;
inventions, since a p3rticipating contractor
would wi sh to establish his rights prior to
investing his risk capital. Utilization would
also be adverse I}' afiected by the administrative
burden of petitioning L,e goveTlliccnt for exclu
sive commer'ci.al r i ghts and the probable require
ment that the contr:J.ctor file patent appliciltions
to protect the property rights during the petition
period. Faced wi th these tasks, the participating
contractor will ho.ve little interest in inven
tions that appear economically marginal on first
review.

c. Finally, the T3sk Force agreed that tlle
Increased ad-rirn s t rnt i vo costs to both the contractor
and the govcrrmcnt tor the drafting, submission,
and rcvi ew of peti t i ons on a case-by-case basis
would be out of proporr i on to the result to be
achieved through i np Icmcntn t i on or' a deferred
dctcnninat icn policy.
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6. Tn light of the deficiencies Inherent in a deferred
determinaticn po i icy, the Task Force agreed that a policy
of granting excIus ivc cormercia l rights to the contractor
at the ti.r.le of contra::ting to all inventions generated
in performance of govorrrscnt contracts was the single
means of maxiraizing "utilization" wi thout generating
adverse conditions for "part i cdpation ," In addition to
these advantages, a. pol icywh.ich makes dispos i tion at the
time of contracting offers the opportunity for maximum
"ease of administration". The Task Force did note,
however, that "ease of admirii.s t.rat ion'", under such a
policy Kould be proportional to the degree of follw-up
or "march-an" rights reserved to the government , but
under no .circumstances would such a policy create the
level of admi.nis t rative difficulties now encountered
by departments ~:d agencies in the deferred deternlination
portions uf ~~eir policies.

7. Nondths tanding the advantages to be gained through
a uniform policy of grant.ing cxclus ive ccrmercd al, rights
at the time of contracting to all inventions generated,
the Task Force was of the opinion that such a policy
could adversely affect "c0f.1?etition" in the marketplnce
if such exclusivity were to remain in the contractor for·
the full period of the patent grant in all cases. In
order to avoid this consequence, the Task. Force agreed
that rights IT..Ist he reserved to the govcrnncnt under
such a policy wh i ch would enable it to assure aguins t
individ\lal abuse of the privileges retaineu. by the

..contractor. These "march- in" rights would Insure that
a contractor's cxclus ivi ty would extend only over a

. period justified by the contractor's equities and the
public's need for compotition in the marketplace.

8. The Task Force agreed th:lt the benefits to be derived
through a policy of disposition at the time of contracting
outweigh the need for ideal conditions to generate "competi
tion", which may not be maximizcd since .scmc exclusive
commercial rights would renairi Iii th the contractor to a
greater extent than under a deferred determination policy.
Thus, the TaSK Force be l i evcs that a policy of disposi-

._ tion at the t irze of contruct i ng Hill positively effect
- utilization of govcrruncnt- funded inventions and partici

pation of cent rue tors thereby inc reus illg the na t i on ' s
pctcn t i a 1 t U l'IIIp Ioy I.ihor :uld ra is i Ill' the l cve l 0 fits
exports, lur thcr , m:l.ximi:'.:11 i on of p.ut i c i p.rt i on Ivi II
increase the: gQ\"l' nlm'l1 t "s ;d' i lit Y to !\1CllS puh1ic funds
on the k i nds of research and dcvc l opmcnt wh ich have
high, Iong- run social value, but is r i sky and not sharp ly
reflected in prof i t oppo rtun i tics [or a sponsoring pr-ivate
business f i rra, Since it cannot; be prcd i ctcd wi VI any



, .

accuracy how competitors willm~et the introducticn of
a new product r.:ide under exclusively held patent rights,
it cannot be determined whether Imp lemontat.ionof such
a policy Idll result in any decrease in ccmpeti tion.
Of much greater signi.ficance are the rights reserved to
the government under such a policy to assure against indi
vidual abuse of the privileges retained by the contractor,
and the know.Icdge that the contractor remains subject
to the provisions of the antitrust Laws ,

. SYNOPSIS OF T,\SK fORCE PROPOSAL
,

Based on the aboveanalvsis the Task Force drafted a··
proposal, set forth. be Iow, whi ch provides for a uni form patent policy
making a single disposition of invention rights in most instances~

Implerr.entation of ~!lis propcsa.l envisions repeal of all inconsis-
tent _statutory provisions.

The proposal provides contractors a guarantee at the. t~e of
contracting of a first option to the cxclus ive corme rcia l ·rights
to all inventions generated in performance of governmcrrt-fundcd
research. Upon exercising the o?tion, such rights in the contractor
arc :;;ubject to a royalty-free, nonexclusive license to the govern
ment for Federal CoverrsaentaI purposes throughout the wor ld, Failure
tcf exercise tile option results in such rights enllring to the
government ,

The guarantee of an option Idll be extended to univers i t ies
and other nonprofit organi.za t i cns only i! f te r government review of
the adequacy of their organizational paten;:-J:l:mageJ;Jcnt capabi Li tv ,
While it can be expected that mcs t comnerc i a l concerns 1'Ii 11 have
an established procedure for Idcnt ifying , report ing , and adnirris tcr
ing inventions, the SMlC capab i l i ties cannot be presumed to exist
at all un ivers i ties and nonprofit orgnn i.cnt ions . Therefore, it was
concluded that the pub l i c interest. is better served by retention of
such rights in the government in situations where the univcrs i ty
or nonprofit organi cat ion has no patent admi.ni.s t rat i on capability.

~here the option hos been exercised, and a U. S. patent appli
cation filed, the proposal contemplates that contractors retain the
exclusive ccrme rcial rights during the period fro:n potent filing

. to "three years oftel' Is suancc of a patent. If a contractor has
not brought the invention to tile marketplace Hi thin the t imo from
patent f i l i n.; to tlirco years .u't cr patent i ssuancc , such rights
may be revoked :llh! vl':;tl'd ill t!lt' i:uVl'rllll!l'nt. .1 f the cont rncror
should SlICl'l'Ct! in l'c::':''''rl"i:i! i;·.;ll ion of the i nvcn t i on dlJrillg rilis
guaranteed per i od , titl' cxc Ius i vo conaucrc i a I rights vc-st in the cont ruc tcr
for the roll pcr icd or the patent gr:mt, subject to tJ!C possibility
that the govc nuncn t m:1Y requi rc nonexclusive liconsing of the II. S.

- 9 -
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patents after the guora.J1teed period has passed. The require-
ment for such licensing wi I'l be dc terminod by a Covcrnmcnt
Patent Rcview Board on petition of any interested party after a
contractor ho ld ing title to OI,y mvcnt.ion made in performance of a
government contract has refused to grant entirely or on acceptable
terms a nonexclusive licel~e under such invention. The board, in

. making its de terminat i on .and setting the terms of the license, if
any, will take into cor~ideration the equities of the individual case.

The proposal envisions that the period of gJaranteed exclusivity,
coupled with the possibility of continued exclusivity for the life
of the patent, will create an Inccntive for 'participation in govern
ment programs and the earliest possible utilization of Inventions
generated by such prCgT270\3'. The guaranteed per i od Further recognizes
the contractors' background equities whi ch are presumcdrto be present
in all cases. In addition, the proposal places co~ercial develop- .
mont of the Jnventicn in the hands of the party r.IOSt likely to acccrpl i sh
that task and provides t~1C incentive for the i nves tncnt of risk
capital requircd to bring it to the markctp.lace which has been
estimated on the order of 10 to 1 when compared to the cost of
making the mvcnticn. The reversion of rights to the government
in the event the contractor fails to conrncrc i a l i ze the i nvcnt ion
prOVides greater assurunce of utilization of governrr,ent-fw,ded
inventions •

TI,e crcation of the GOVCl1LllCnt Patent !l.e\'iCh' Board assures the
puhlic that the guaranteed period of exc lus ivi ty wi11 not be extended
unjust i f.iab Iy. The existence of the B03rd will encourage both the
contrac tor' and a prospcct ivc Licensee of a govornnont-Fundcd invent ion
to negot.Latc acceptable toms and thereby avo i.d l;oing to the Board
to settle d i ffcrcnces . In general, it is presumed that if the con
tractor had made significant private investment in tho development
Md utilization of the invention and the invention wos available
to the public in rcasonab l e quant i tics and prices it could expect
to prevail in a dis~ute brought to the Board. On the other hand,
the larger the govcrrraont i nves tment in bringing the invention to
the point of utili:::.tio:l, the less likelv the contractor could
justify continued co~ercial exclusivity.

The ~oard, by the nature of the policy, would need to consider
only economically significant inventions in which there was a serious
interest and controversy. Further, the i nvcnt i on wi l l have been
identified rather than hypothetical Md the economic and investJnent
data available to the Board would be realistic and current.

•
. The govcrruncnt agcnc ics would provide the R03rd wi th re lcvant

Infonnat ion rcgn rd i ng their ro Ic in the dcvc Iop.ncnt of the invention
in question. '[hey wou ld abo provide the Boord with the appropr ia te
public Intcres t and mission cons idc rat i ons '",hich they believe should
affect tho Board I S dec is ion. I1000;e\'C'I:, the Board Hill make its
decisions on the record and wi Ll be guided by statutory or administra
tive criteria and be subject to judicial. revicw ,

In _



In drafting the proposal, the· Task Force took particular note
of the sm..,1.11 nuabcr of inventions which areiknown rto have been developed
for t1le cou,r.ercial marketplace substantially at govern~cnt expense.
The number of such inventions bCCO;;iOS even smaller if the cdd i t iona l
cost of pro~otional activities in bringing the invention to the market
place Isuindcr takcn by the government , It was agreed that under the
circumstances the equities in favor of leaving exclusivi.ty·for any
peried in the contractor to this smal l number of inventions are less
.than the usual situation in wh i.ch the contractor contributes his
risk capital to bring the invention to. the narkctp Iace , A close
analysis of such inventions indicates that their continucd deveIop-
ment at govel,c..ent e~~ense "oula generally tequire additional funds
from fo l Low-on contracts. However , wacre fo l l.ov-on contracts are
deemed appropriate the period of ti)~Q over whi ch such an invention
is conceived and brought to the marketplace."ould generally exhaust
the guaranteed period of exclusivity, thus precluding a wi.ndf'alL
to the ccntractor , .

Notwi thstanding the view that a contractor ~vill ordinarily
.exhaus t his guaranteed per i od of exclusivity if deve lopment for
th C ~ ,., ~.; 1 ,., ke t 1" 0.. ......-l."'lo ~ 1.·D .' "!'1 r t ""","\. t. e O.llfaCICJ.3. r. ...... r.".... p ...1. IS U!~..... _rl..:.. ........n st:.oS ~',.1l.1C1.J.l.} a g0\ nu"....:1 .

expense, the proposal provides to the Goard the right to sub:;titute
a patent clause at the t irne of contract ing wh i.ch Leaves to the

. govermnent the first option to exclusive comrncrc i al, rights in i nven
tions which are the primary object 0:" the contract. The Board wcul.d
exercis e this r icht upon 3. dcoartr.ent or .::q.;ency rccucs t :n:llj(· prior
to contract \~'hich is accomaani cd bv a sho:.."i~u!. that 'SUdl dccar tmcnt -
or agency intended to dcve lop substantially ~t its expense' an i.dcnt IfIcd

·product or process for use by the general public.

It should be noted that the proposal contemplates that exc lus ive
title to all fore ign patents wi.Ll, vest; in the contractor for the
full term of the patent grant if the contractor complies with 'the
concli t icns of the proposal.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
PROPOSED POLICY FOR T,3 ALLOCATIO:'; OF RIGHTS TO INVENTIOnS

~~DE UND[R GOVE~~}ZNT R&D CONTRP~TS

1. POLICY

A. Hith the exception set forth in 5 (A) (3) be l ow, contractors
shall be guaranteed at the time of contract ins a first option to the
exclusive co~.ercial ri~hts in all inventions made in performance
of gove rumcn c- funded coot r ac t s . (The term "exc Ius i ve corame r c ial
rights" should be understood to include either title to the
invention or an exclusive license thereto with the exception that
as the term relates to forcign patents or patent applications
it means t Lt l e},

- 11 •
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B.
guarantee

Any statutory provisions which ~rc incoDsistcntwith
or the principles of this poli~y shall be r~pcaled.,

such

;
,

c. The guarantee of exclusive cowr.crcial rights will be
extended to universities and other nonprofit organizations only
after govern~ent review of the ade~uacy of those organizations'
patent management capabilities.

D. The govern=~nt may later revoke such rights in a contractor
after failure of .the contractor to meet conditions as' hereinafter
provided.

E. Exclusive cc~ercial rights in a,contractor will be
subject to a world-wide, royalty-frec, nonexclusive license in
the government for Fcderal Govern~ent purposes.

F. After a specified period of'time, contractors who have
retained exclusive co~"ercial rights may, on petition of any
interested party, be required by a Govcrn~cnt Patent Review Board
to grant licenses under U.S. patents with teres
that are reasonable under the circumstances.

2. DISCLOSURE 1 ELECTION A!\'D REPORTS

Eacll invention made in pcrformance of a government-funded
contract will be disclosed to the government with an indication of
contractor's election to acquire exclusive co"~ercial rights.

A. Election to Acquire Exclus Ive Corarae rc Lal Ris hts

Election by the Contractor would include agreemcnt to
file a patent application covcring the invention in the
United States Patcnt Office within a specified period of
time. Patent Office procedurcs will be established to assure
proper affixation of the letter "G" or other appropriate
design~tion on all such patent applications and patents
issued thereon. Election and filing would guarantee
exclusive co=ercial rights in the contractor for a period
starting from filin'S until three years after issuance of a
patent. Under special circumstances disclosed by the,
contractor, the agency head may extend the period as deemed
appropriate.

B. Election Not to Acquire Exclusive Co~mercial Rights

Election not to acquire the exclusive commercial rights
will result in such right~ vesting ,in the govern::lent for
disposit ion as it sees fit, as set forth in Pa r agr ap h
4.D hereafter.

12
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c. Reports
.

The contractor shal~ promptly advise the' agency upon
issuancE of any U. S. patent covering an invention to which
he ,acquired e:<clusive' co:::mercial rights. During t ha three
year period after issuance or a patent the contractor will
submit, upon the agency's request reports setting forth
progress ~ade toward co~ercial utilization. If after
three years fro~ patent issuance utilization has not ,been
achieved, the agency may take steps to revoke the exclusive
connnercial rig~ts unless satisfactory £=viclence is presented
that the time for utilization shall be extended.

3. CONTINUIXG RIGhl'S

Whenever utilizetion has been achieved by the contractor
within the ti~;:! agreed upon by the agency, the exclusive cccsne r c i c I
rights ~7ill continue in the contractor for the life of any patent (s)
claiming the invention, subject to the provisions set forth in
paragraphs 4 and S below.

4. CO:'l'RACTO:\ LICEXS -e;G

A. Three years after issuance ofa patent claiming an invention in
vhich a contractor has elected to acquire exclusive corr~crcial rights,
the contractor may be r~quircci to grant non-e~clusive licensc5
under such patent by the Government Patent Review Board under
conditions set forth in paragraph 5 bel 0\;.

B. Contractor shall have the right to sublicense'others on
an exclusive or non-exclusive basis under any terms he deems
appropriate, subject only to existing laws and the requirements
of the Govern~ent Patent Review Board.

C. If the contractor permits utilization to cease, the
agency may require the contractor to grant an exclusive or non
exclusive license to responsible applica~ts on terms that are
reasonable under the circumstances.

D. 'Upon a contractor's election not to r e t ai n the exclusive
commercial rights, or after 'an elQction to retain such rights
and:subsequent revocation by the agency for failure to meet the
,conditions of this proposal, the contractor shall be granted a
revocable, non-exclusive, royalty-free license under the invention.
Such license s ha l l, be revoked upon notice to the contractor of the
intent of un a!jcllcy to grant .:In exclusive lic~nse, subject to the
right of the contractor to make application to the Government
Patent Review Board for a license under terms and conditions that
are reasonable under the c Lrcums t ance s •



5. GOVEm:~!E:-;'r PATE:-iT llEVIEW BOAM

A. General .-

• (1) The Board will consist of a:full-time Chairman and
Executive Secretary and a panel of 20 members, any four of which
may be chosan by the Chairman to sit On specified cases. The
Board will meet upon the call of the Chairm~n to consider and
rule upon the issues arising under the operation of this policy.
The Chairman and two members will constitute a quorum.

(2) Its decisions shall be subject to judicial review by
United States District Court for the District of Columbia,

(3) The Board shall have the power to review requests by
agencies to substitute a patent cla~se which leaves to the
agency the first option to exclusive commercial rights in
inventions which are the primary object of the contract. TIle
Board shall exercise this right only upon agency requests made
prior to contractwllich are ~ccompallicd by a showing that such
agency intends to develop substantially at government expense an
identified product or process for use by the general public.

(4) The Board shall have the power to review on petition of
any interested party the refusal of a contractor holding exclus.ive
commercial rights to any invention made in performance of a
government contract to grant entirely or on acceptable terms
a license under such invention. .

(5) Such petition may be filed at any time aftcr the con
tractor has elected to acqUire such rights and has filed a.
patent a.pplication on such invention.

(6) At any time after the period set for utilization by an
agency has expired, the Board may require the granting of non
exclusive licenses under U. S. patents or patent applications
with terms it deems appropriate on the basis of;

(a) The failure of the contractor to show cause wilY SUCII

license should not be granted; '01',

(b) .The factors contained in paragraph 5.B below.

B. Board Review of Refusal to Grant Licenses

.' -The Board shall take into considerati on, in addition to the
arguments of the parties, at least the follOWing factors in
making its determination to reqUire licensiIlg of an invention
made in performance of a /.iovcrnmcnt contract.

(1) AchicvinK tllocnrij~st prncticable utilizalioll of
~<lVCrnOleIlt-ns::;isled I nvcu t i ous in commercial pr-ac t Lco :

(2) Encour ag i ng , t hrough the no rma I incentives of the
patent system, private investment in the commercial realization
of government-assisted invelltions;

- 14 -



(3)
mont and

Fostoringeffcctive campntition in th~ commercial
exploitation of government-assisLed inventions;

develop-

(4) . Assuiing against Don-utilization of government-assisted
inventions and excessive chru-gcs for usc of such inventions
stemming from private ownership of patents' on such inventions;

(5) Balancing the relative bquities of the public, the
inventor and the patent owno r or deve Iopo r- in the specific
government-assisted invention, measured by the investment
necessary to bring the invention to the point of commercial
application. This would include the following:

(a) The relative contribution of the government and the
contractor in bringing the invention to the marketplace;

(b) The
froIn.which

. .
mission of the program funding the contract
the invclltion arose;

(c) The type of invention and the magnitude of the
problem it solves; .

position;

background technology;

the success of the

contractor's back~round

government's funding of

scope of the market and
in meeting it;

(d) Th" scope of" the patent claims;

(e) The

(f) The

. (g) The
contractor

(h) The profit m~rgin in relation to other similar
inventions; and

(1) The feasibility and Li k e Ly benefits of competition
in the market served.

C. Foreign Rights

.TheBoard's jurisdiction in requiring the granting of anon
exclusive license shall extend only to licenses ullder U.S. patents.
Nothing herein shall be construed to extend that jurisdiction
to foreign patents.

D. Background nif,nt~

The Board's jurisdiction in requiring the grant of a non
exclusive license shall extend to only those inventions made in
performance of government-funded contracts. Nothing herein sllall
be construed to extend that jurisdiction to data or other
inventions made at private expense.

E.Agency Cooperation

The departments alld agencies of the Executive shall provide
to the Board whatever aid and information it deems necessary to
accomplish its assigned duties"
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F. Board Review of Agency Determinations'

The Board, on petition of contractor, shall have the
power ·to review an agency decision in implementing this proposal
under which such contractor is aggrieved~

G. Intervention

All interested parties, including any agency of the U. S.
Government, shall have the right to intervene in any proceeding
before the Board.

* * *- 'I: 'I: * 'I: 'I: 'I: 'I: * * 'I: * 'I: * 'I:

RAMIFICATIo:\S OF I'!?LE:\:F."'TATT0:'i OF PROPOSAL

Implementation of the propos 3-1 will serve to n.itigate or resolve
a number of related issues generated by present allocation-oE-rights
po l i.cies , SOr.1C of the more .impcrt arrt areas that would be affected by
the proposal are as f01.10\1S:

A. The Emplored Inventor

Permitting contractors a guar3nte~ at the time of contracting
to a first option to the exclusive commercial rights in all
inventions generated in performance of their gove mncnt- funded

• research places the contractor in a better pos i tion to accomo
date the equities of 11i5 cmp Ioye.l Inventors through ,.r,'"'l'J pro..~r:.u:l$
if the contractor deems such programs advantageous to his needs.

B. Scope of the License Retained by the Government. '

Present policies provide that the non-exclusive license retained
by the Federal Government Include state and dcmes t ic mun ic i pul
governments unlcss tho age-ncy head determines that this wou Id
not be in the public interest. The scope of the license retaincd
by the governncnt under the proposal specifically excludes
state and dones t ic municipal govern;;:ents. It was the opinion
of the Task Force that to expand the scope' ef the license to
state and domestic municipal governments wou Id be tantamount
to retain.ing exc l us i ve conncrciu l rights in the govcrreacnr
in situations where the market fcr the invention would be subst an
tially federal, state and municijn I programs. Inventions directed

"to solution of saline water and educational problems wou l.d
.' fall within this category. To extend the scope of the 1 i ccnsc

retained by the govcrrmcn t to inc Iude s tn te and domes tic mun ic i pa 1
governments wou ld t hcrc l'orc dct'cat the pU1110se of the proposal
as it relates to such inventions. To permit the agency head
to de term inc the scope of the license retained by the government
at the time of contracting \,'3S not deemed practical, since the

- 16 -
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type of invcnt.lori fhat \;i11 evolve from a research and
.development contract C~Th,ot be8ccuratclyprcdetermineu.
Further, the Review .Board assures that competition will
ultimately exist fer such inventions if cconomical Iy
significant and demanded by the equities of the public.

C. University and Non-Prof i t Organizations

As noted previously, the proposal extends the guarantee
of an option to cxc lus ive cosmcrcial rights to universities
and non-profit organ i zat ions after government revi.ew of
the adequacy of thai r patent management; capahility. \\'i th
such option, universities and nen-profit ergnnications are
in·a better nasition to licensc industrial concerns as an
incentive to' usc their Tisk capital in bringing the results
of univers i ty and non-profit organization rese-arch to the
marketplace. il"ithout the ability to transfer exclusive
conmerci.el rights to i.ndusrry , univers i t i.es and non-profit
organi zati.ons have found it difficult to ovcrcc.ne the "not
mvent.ed-hcre" syndrcne . (See Harbr idge House Report and
the August 12, 1960, GAO Report, "PrcbLem Areas Affecting
Usefulness ef Results ef Covemnent-Sponsorcd Research in
~redicinal Chcmist.ry'<.) The Task Force cons iders th i sjm
important matter since approximate-ly 25% of the government ' s
research 211d devc l opn.cnt budget is expended through contracts
with universities and non-profit orgmlizations.

D. Defini t i on of "Conceived" and "Fi.rs t Actually Reduced to Practi cc

'Prescnt policies stipu1::tte that any invention "conceivcd"or
"first actua llv reduced to prnctico" in performa.nee of a
government-funded research ~d deve.lopment contract be
disposed of in accordance with the contract provlsions
under II'hich it arose. Any invention so conceived or first
actually reduced to practice affords to the goverrunerrt
at least a royal ty-Erec nonexclus ivc license. The precise
defini t ions of "conccivcd" or "first actually reduced to
pract i ce'", therefore, are impor-tant as they are det.ennina
tive of tJIC rights in the governncnt or the contractor.
The proposal contemp l atcs that it \,i11 s irni Larly speak
only to those inventions conceived or first actually reduced
to pract ice in pcrformcnce of govcrnnont- funded research and
development contracts. In order to resolve a,y present

. problems \·;ith the teD1L'S "conceived" or "Ers t actually reduced
.. 'to practice", it is suygcs tcd that any patent rights clause

utilized in implemcnt ing the proposal include the fo l Iowing
dcfini tions :

(1) "Conceived" means a disclosure in a form
which would cnab l c someone sk il.lcd in the art
to vh ich the invent ion uerta ins to make and use
the invent ion wi thout the use of further
inventive effort.
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(2) "First actually reduced to practicc" means a successful
test of 'the invention. in a simulated environment, or
in an .cnvironment similar, to the one in which it will
be used for a purpose for which it was intended.

E. Rights Obtained by the Government Through Its Research
and DcvcIormcnt Contracts in Inventions Conceived and First
Actually Reduced to Practice at Private Expense

A great deal of uncertainty has been generated by A\lP, Inc.
v. U. S. lS6-USPQ 6';7, as this case appears to extend the
rights the government ob t ains through i,ts research ':U1d
devel opmcnt contracts to inventions conceived and fi rst
actually reduced to practice at private eAl'cnsc.- In order
to e'l iminarc this unccrta.inty j. the Task force rccomnends
that the follo~ing language be added to ~'Y patent clause
utilized to i_~lcment its .proposal:

.el) Nothing contained in this patent rights
clause or construed therefrom shall be deemed .
to grant to the gOVCITJf,ent any rights in any
invention wh.ich is ne i thcr conceived nor first
actually reduced to practice in the course of
or under this contract. J[oHevcr, this shall
not deprivc the government 0 [ any rights to
which the governr.cnt may be cn t i t Icd nndcr othcr
clauses in this conrract , under other contracts,
or by statute j and

(2) That in those situ:1tions in ~hich the govern
ment wishes to acquire right;; in an inv;;l1tion
"..hich is neither conceived nor first actually
reduced to practice under a goyernment contract,
this be done through a sepa,ote expressed
provision of the contract.

It is the opinion of the Tosk Force that any background
patent r i ghts clausc negotiated as provided by (2) above
speak only to Invent ions in existence and identified at
the time of contracting and that .:J..'lY rights acqui rcd by the
govcrnrecnt to such invent ions reflect the contributions to
be made by the government toward its enhancement, testing,
or development. It should be noted that the proposal limits

.:the Patent !\cvic\o,' Board's jurisdiction in requiring the
grant of 1 i ccnscs to cnly those Invent ions conco ivcd or
.fi.rs t actua l Iy reduced to practice in performance of
government contracts.

,
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F. InvC'!JU'(',,!> Con ce tvo d a n d .Pn~('ntcd at PrivRtc Expense nut Reduced
to pri\CtTccl n. j:;ertor:nallceof-a-Cm:ei-nm-cri-i=-Pii-ti"7cfC(Ii':on t rae t

It has heennuggested to the Task Force that inventions having been
conceived at private expense and which are identified by patents or
patent applications but first actually reduced to practice in per
formance of a governmcllt-fullded contract remain the property of the
contractor, subject to a royalty-free, non-exclusive license to the
government. Tile Task'Force rejects this suggestion, as it does not
properly take into consideration the contribution of the government
in first reducing the invention to practice in all cases. It is
z-ecommendcd by the T<',sk Force t ha t this type of invention be brought
to the attention of the agency funding the proposed contract under
which such Ln ven t Lon may be r",duced to pr:lctice at the time of con
tracting GO that the equities of both parties may be considered in
making a disposition. The Task Force feels that this problem has
been further mitigated by the proposal in bhat tll~ cODtractor will
at very least retain his option to exclusive commercial rights
unless otherwise negotiated 'at the time of contracting.

James L. Whittaker, Esq;, Chairman
Patent Operatious, RCA Corporation

Norman J. Latker, Esq.
Chief i .Patent Branch, BAL
Office of the General Counsel
Dept. of He a Lt h , Education & Welfare

John C. Green, Esq.
Research Staff
~fC Research Institute*. ~AJames E. Denny, Esq.
Director, Office of Government

Inventions and Patents
United States Patent Office

William O. Quesenberry, Esq.
Departmental Patent Director
Office of Naval Research
Depuz-tmen t of the Navy

L •. Lee Humphries, Esq.
Aerospace and Systems Group
North .American Rockwell Corp.

Mfles F. Ryan, Esq.
Attorney, Antitrust Division
Department of Justice

tr.
tn1

R. Tenny Johnson, Esq. ttSt Joel Davidow, Esq. (Alternate)
General Counsel Attorney, Antitrust Division
Civil Aeronautics Board Department of Justice

James A. Dobkin, Esq. Maurice H. Klitzman, Esq.
Attorney Patent Operations
Arnold & P~rter International Business Machines

Mr. James E. Denny has filed a Minority Report attached hereto.

Messrs. Ryan and Davidow participated iri the deliberations of the
Task Force, and many of their suggestions are reflected in the majority
report, but they did not vote for or against the total report.

Gerald D. O'Bric~, Esq.
Consultant to Study Group No.6

O. A. Neumann, Esq.
Executive Secretary
FCST Committee on Government Patent Policy
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APPENDIX A

GOVER\,;,:r:\j PATE\T POLTCr

"Patent Rights Under Covcrnmcnt Contracts" publ.Ishcd by
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HIGHLIGHTS Of FEDERAL.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

• 1964 - DHEW inventions not reaching the marketplace.

• 1968 -Disputes over Federally funded inventions

• 1968 - G.A.O. Report.

• 1969 - DHEW patent policy changed.

• 1973 - First technolog}rtransfer Association formed

• 1976 - First gene splicing patent licensed



TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER LEGISLATION

• 1977 - DHEW reassesses 1969patent policy changes.

• 1977 - Universities press for legislation.

• 1980 - Bayh-Dole enacted.

• 1983 - Executive order extends Bayh-Dole.

• 1986 - Federal Technology Transfer Act enacted.
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+ 1964 - DHEW inventions not reaching the marketplace.

+ 1968 -Disputes over Federally funded inventions

+ 1968 - G.A.O. Report.

+ 1969 - DHEW patent policy changed.

+ 1973 - First technology transfer Association formed

+ 1976 - First gene splicing patent licensed
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TECHNOlO,GY TRANSFER LEG/StAll'ON

• 1977 - DHEW reassesses 1969 patent policy changes.

• 1977 - Universities press for legislation.

• 1980 - Bayh-Dole enacted.

• 1983 - Executive order extends Bayh-Dole.

• 1986 - Federal Technology Transfer Act enacted.
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Brief History of Federal Technology Transfer

Norman J. Latker

September 24, 2000

Before the Advisory Committee of the

National Institute for General Medical Sciences

First Slide

As early as 1964, the failure to attract industry

development of Government funded life science inventions was

well known.

Dr. Shannon, then NIH director, characterized the

source of the problem before Congress by emphasizing that NIH

grantees do not engage in the direct development and manufacture

of inventions and it is industry that must bring grantee

inventions to the marketplace. But in doing so, an industry

developer must decide that the patent rights offered are

sufficient to protect the risk investment involved not only for

the invention offered, but for the huge number that fail in

development compared to few successes. He concluded by saying

that NIH's research effort was complementary to that of other

elements of society and that it was in the best interests of the

American people to assure that the various interests of the
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medical research community can interact. The Department's

policy to own all such inventions for non-exclusive licensing at

most clearly precluded the cooperation Dr. Shannon suggested.

By 1968, while factions in the Department continued to

argue policy, the problem had been dramatized by increasing

numbers of invention ownership disputes involving inventions

assigned to industrial developers by NIH grantee investigators

without notice to NIH.

In the case of Gatorade, Mr. Cade of the University of

Florida, frustrated by the Department's failure to timely

respond to his good faith request for the patent rights to

Gatorade, assigned the invention to Stokely-VanCamp, who

thereafter sued the Department for clear title. Under this

threat, the Department negotiated leaving the invention to the

University of Florida under conditions which were later adopted

in Department Institutional Patent Agreements (IPA's) and then

later in the Bayh-Dole Act.

Earlier, in another notorious situation, Dr.

Heidelburger and the University of Wisconsin, after being

publicly accused by Sen. Long's staff of confiscating ownership
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of 5FU, a breakthrough cancer chemotherapy drug and licensing it

to an industry developer, successfully convinced the Department

that minimal government funds were involved in its conception.

Further, Dr. Guthrie, a Department grantee and the

inventor of the then preferred test for PKU being marketed by an

industrial developer under license, after being publicly

pilloried by Sen. Long's staff for confiscating the invention,

assigned ownership to the Department.

These cases had a further chilling effect on industry

involvement as they surmised that any amount of government

funding touching an industry invention could result in similar a

claim of rights by the Government.

Thereafter, the G.A.G. added additional urgency to

resolving the problem, by reporting that due to Department

Patent Policy precluding transfer of any exclusive rights,

inventions resulting from all of NIH's medicinal chemistry

grants could not find the necessary industry support to continue

development.
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Finally, in 1969, in direct response to these

situations, the Department relented and changed its patent

policy by establishing a uniform IPA policy that left ownership

to grantee institutions who agreed to staff a technology

transfer office to manage and license these rights. The changes

also included administrative authority that permitted the

Department to grant exclusive licenses to industry in inventions

made by DHEW employees. NSF followed with similar changes in

1972 .

In 1973, the newly established IPA holders formed the

Society of Patent Administrators to enhance outreach to industry

so as to overcome industry's continuing resistance to

development of government funded inventions because they were

not made in the company's laboratories. (Ironically, this

impediment was called the NIH or not-invented-here syndrome) .

By 1976, 75 IPA's had been negotiated and executed

with institutions who received well over 50% of the annual DHEW

extramural funding.

Also in 1976, Dr. Frederickson, then Director of NIH,

agreed with the consent of other Federal research agencies to
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permit the University of California and Stanford to administer

the Cohen-Boyer gene splicing patent under their IPA's.

Stanford's non-exclusive licensing of Cohen-Boyer to dozens of

commercial concerns sparked the biotech industry.

Second Slide

Notwithstanding the clear record of increasing

licensing by IPA holders, the secretary of the Department,

instituted in 1977 a "reassessment" of the IPA policy which

stopped further invention processing on the ground that the

introduction of new technology into the marketplace was

escalating the price of healthcare which required Department

oversight. Legislation was introduced in the Senate to provide

the Department with this oversight authority at the same time.

Simultaneously, Sen. Nelson of Wisconsin conducted hearings as

to the legality of IPA's.

Frustrated, organizations having IPA's (led by the

University of Wisconsin, Stanford University, the University of

California, and Purdue) responded by pressing for legislation to

assure continuance of the 1969 Department policies and its

further expansion to other federal agencies having conflicting
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policies. This resulted in Senators Bayh and Dole introducing

what became the Bayh-Dole Act.

In December 1980, in a lame duck session of Congress,

Bayh-Dole was enacted with no executive support, establishing

for the first time a uniform government patent policy

guaranteeing ownership of all federally funded inventions to

non-profit organizations and small business but with a

limitation on the life of exclusive licenses granted to

industry. In addition it created for the first time, statutory

authority for exclusive licensing of all other Government owned

inventions, the bulk of which were generated by intramural

Federal Employees. The Act repealed 22 conflicting agency

statutes, many of which were a result of amendments by Sen. Long

to Agency Appropriation Acts. Enactment was achieved against

formidable opponents including the Attorney General, Sens. Long

and Nelson, Ralph Nader, Ad. Rickover of Atomic submarine fame,

the Agency administrators of the Acts to be repealed and others.

In 1983, the ownership principles of Bayh-Dole were

extended to all other recipients of Federal funding not

otherwise precluded by statute by Executive order, which

received little notice other than from its opponents. This
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established for the first time a uniform government patent

policy covering all federal agencies conducting research and

ended 40 years of the Government requirement for ownership of

grantee and contractor inventions as a condition for funding.

In 1984, Bayh-Dole was amended to permit exclusive

licenses for the life of the patent.

Finally, in 1986 with strong White House support, the

Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 was enacted, which

required decentralizing the statutory licensing authority for

government owned inventions created in Bayh-Dole to the Federal

laboratories at which the were made;' This was intended to put

the Federal laboratories on an equal basis with the laboratories

covered by Bayh-Dole. The Act also extended the Bayh-Dole

principles of an option to future invention rights to industrial

concerns in return for their funding a cooperative research and

development agreement (CRADA) at a federal laboratory.

Third Slide

The success of Bayh-Dole can be easily measured by the

royalty return to grantees and the increase in research funding

'-;
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• Try the normal-form game solver to automatically calculate equilibria on
the applets page.

• Take an online quiz on finding equilibria in games.
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Technology Transfer in U.S. Research Universities:
Dispelling Common Myths

Preamble

During the past two decades, universities have surprised everyone, including themselves, with
the tremendous success in licensing their research results for commercial application. Through
"technology transfer" they provide commercial sector companies with access to new discoveries
and innovation resulting from research. Industrial partners develop these inventions and
manufacture products that help to improve the lives of Americans. However, with success tends
to come notoriety, often based on misunderstanding or distortion of facts. News stories of
university millionaires tend to catch the eye more effectively than scientific articles about the
drugs and devices that would not have become available had university inventions not been
successfully commercialized.

This pamphlet addresses commonly held myths about university technology transfer. Some of
them are explained by the provisions of the underlying legislation, which not only provides
incentives, but also imposes controls to guard the public taxpayer's interests. Some of them are
explained by statistics, which deflate the perception that universities derive a steady income
stream from technology transfer.

The biggest myth to dispel is that universities engage in technology transfer "for the money"./ H
Three factors explain why universities are currently so active in partnering with industry. First, "'\
under the Bayh-Dole Act, universities have a mandate to ensure, to the extent possible, that
inventions arising from federally funded research are commercialized. It is an obligation they
have increasingly embraced since 1980when the law was enacted. Secondly, universities need to
make sure they have adequate resources to enable faculty to continue to do research and to
provide learning opportunities for students. And finally, universities must consider their
obligation to respond to the needs oflocal and state economies and the nation as a whole.

This brochure was prepared by the Technology Transfer and Research Ethics Committee
of the Council on Governmental Relations (COGR). COGR is an organization which
includes in its membership 145 research-intensive universities.

Reproduction for purposes of sale or profit is prohibited without written consent of the
Council on governmental Relations. Otherwise, reproduction is encouraged.

Council on Governmental Relations
1200 New York Avenue NW, Suite 320
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 289-6655

May 2000
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Technology Transfer in U.S. Research Universities:
Dispelling Common Myths

Myth: The new emphasis on technology transfer is diverting universities from their main
mission ofeducation and research.

Reality: Technology transfer is not a new phenomenon for universities. Dating from the
early 1800' s in Europe, companies are known to have been developed around the expertise of
faculty at universities. Research universities have historically transferred technology through ~
the traditional methods of publication, the training of students, and through their extension ~
programs. Formal technology transfer through the licensing of university-owned intellectual
property adds new educational dimensions and research opportunities for students and
faculty.

Myth: The government is better at commercialization through technology transfer than
universities are. Therefore, the government should regain control of university patents that
have come from federally-funded research projects

Reality: The university sector has been highly successful in its technology transfer efforts
since it was given the right to own and license university inventions under the Bayh-Dole Act
in 1980. Prior to 1980 when university patents were generally owned by the federal
government, no more than 10% of those patents were licensed to industry for
commercialization. Data for FY98 on university licensing activities show that universities are
filing in excess of 4,000 patent applications a year and issuing more than 3,500 licenses or
options to license annually. I Trend data show a cumulative total of licenses and options
issued since 1991 standing at over 20,000 and that the percentage of licensing activity has
doubled between 1991 and 1998.2 Anecdotal reporting from universities shows a licensing to
patenting ratio ofbetter than I :3. There is a general consensus that licensing is most effective
if it directly involves the inventor and the inventor's institution.

Myth: University technology transfer is an unnecessary barrier to effective
commercialization. More rapid commercialization would be achieved ifuniversities gave their
inventions to industry.

Reality: As owners of their inventions, universities have established procedures for the
earliest possible identification of inventions. The patenting and commercialization process
benefits from day-to-day communication with inventors, access to complementary technology
that may be under development within the university and awareness of continuing efforts on
the part of the inventor to enhance a technology. Through licensing, universities ensure
diligent efforts toward commercialization by the licensee, or require the license to be returned
to the university to be issued to a more serious commercial partner. Universities have both
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the incentive and the ability to build internal relationships and structure to make certain that
rapid and effective commercialization occurs.

Myth: Most university patents come from federally-funded research paid for by U.S.
taxpayers. Neither the U.S. government nor the taxpayer is benefiting.

Reality: Recent data and the application of impact models ' show a return to the U.S.
government and the national economy from university licensing of $33.7 billion, and 
supported 280,000 jobs during the university fiscal year ending June 30, 1999. The return to
the federal government in taxes paid on university technology transfer induced corporate and
individual earnings, alone, equals a 15% return on sales of licensed products." The public is
currently benefiting from the products, processes and services available in the marketplace as
a result ofmore than 17,000 active university licenses.

Myth: Technology Transfer is a major source ofrevenue for universities.

Reality: While successful technology transfer activities may be an important source of
discretionary revenues for universities, comparison data'' show that annual gross revenues
generated from a university's technology transfer activities generally total less than three
percent of research dollars spent by that university and a far lesser percent of total university
revenues.

Myth: University inventors are receiving substantial personal financial benefit from
University licensing.

Reality: No more than one-third of all university patent applications and patents are licensed
and producing revenues at any given time. Because the majority of university inventions are
very early stage, a large number go unlicensed and produce no revenues. Among those that
are successfully licensed, there is wide disparity as to the amount of licensing revenue
generated. Relatively few are large earners. While university revenue-sharing policies vary,
the most commonly reported percentage of royalties paid to university inventors is a total of
30% of revenues earned, after deducting patent and marketing expenses. This percentage is
shared among all inventors named on the licensed patent.

Myth: Universities over-inflate the value oftheir inventions, setting rates too high.

Reality: Royalty rates are dependent upon market factors and determined through
negotiation. While defining an "average" royalty rate will not reflect the true value of an
invention, one study" cites an average royalty at approximately 2% of the revenues generated
by a licensee-company from its sales ofproducts or services under the license. A small study
conducted by the Association of University Technology Mangers fmds the rate at 2.3%.
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Myth: Universities are more likely to license big companies because they can afford to pay
more. Small companies cannot afford to license university inventions.

Reality: Data for FY '98 reported by 179 U.S. and Canadian institutions show that 63% of
the licenses granted were to small businesses (those with fewer than 500 employees). This
figure is consistent with activity reported by the universities from prior years,"

Myth: University technology transfer offices areprospering through charging high royalties.

Reality: The vast majority of university-licensed inventions result from research funded by
the federal government. Under Bayh-Dole (35 USC 202 et.seq.), universities have an
obligation to commercialize these inventions and distribute a portion of licensing revenues to
inventors. This obligation is carried out by the technology transfer office, usually an
administrative unit within each university. Universities are permitted to recoup only those
expenses incurred in the patenting and licensing process. Any excess revenues must be used
by the institution for purposes of education and research and may not be accumulated for the
benefit of the technology transfer office.

Myth: Universities are more interested in patenting inventions than publishing research
findings for the public to use.

Reality: All universities must adhere to the academic tradition of publication. Publication
remains a primary factor in tenure decisions. Publication is also the main vehicle for
academic professional recognition and is important to establish credibility. in grant
applications. Most importantly, publication in peer-reviewed journals is validation of the
findings of the academic scientist. Patenting does not mean there is no publication. All
university research findings are available for publication whether or not patenting occurs.
Publication, on the other hand, does not necessarily result in public use. Most often new
products would not be developed without the exclusivity afforded by patent protection.
Further evidence of the preference for publishing over patenting is provided by figures cited
in an NSF study", showing that -73% of patent applications citing publications as published
disclosures of the art which the new patent application has advanced and seeks to protect
cited academic, government or non-profit publications.

Myth: Universities are doing too much patenting. It would be better for economic growth
and U.S. competitiveness to put more inventions into the public domain.

Reality: As the United States enters a period where articles attributing economic growth to a
pro-patenting environment are commonplace, it is difficult to quantify how much patenting
is "too" much. Universities are filing at an annual rate ofless than one new U.S. application
for every three inventions disclosed to the technology transfer office." The real measure of
useful patenting for universities is whether patenting encourages commercial licensing. FY
'98 data show that the universities issued 3,668 licenses/options during the same year in
which they were filing 4,808 new patent applications.'? Whether companies would have
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picked up the 3,668 new university technologies to commercialize from the public domain is
highly questionable.

A further reality is that patenting is expensive. Since no university has the resources for
indiscriminate patent filing, we know that budgetary limitations, alone, require technology
transfer professionals to carefully select for filing only those inventions most likely to be
licensable.

Myth: University patenting of biological materials and research tools is harmful to the
advancement ofscience and is hampering the efforts ofresearchers.

Reality: The patenting of research tools is currently a high-profile debate among universities,
industry and the government. To aid universities, NIH has recently issued principles and
guidelines to underscore the importance of striking a balance between preserving access for
research use and the broader public interest in the acquiring the intellectual property
protection required for commercialization. The university community, itself a community of
academic researchers, has always been acutely aware of the importance of preserving rights
to use patents for research purposes.

Myth: The recent focus on industrial relationships and entrepreneurial activities in U.S.
universities is detrimental to the university's fundamental mission ofeducating students.

Reality: In fulfilling their educational mission in today's changing world, universities must
seek to provide students with experience that is more closely aligned with contemporary
industry. Enabling students to participate in industry research gives students a window to the
industrial world and provides them with the opportunity to assist in solving real world
problems. It also provides them with experience in teaming with industrial scientists as well
as giving them an opportunity to become comfortable with the industrial workplace
environment. Often companies are funding university research in anticipation of finding
future talented future employees. As universities involve students in relationships with
industry or provide them with opportunities to start new companies, universities recognize an
obligation to do so in a manner that preserves the students' sense of balance and perspective
as to the long-term value of the university experience.

Myth: Partnering with industry will skew the academic research agenda from basic to applied
research.

Reality: The research agenda at many of the major U.S. universities is not exclusively
restricted to basic research. There is general agreement in many universities that both faculty
and students find benefit from participating in more applied research funded by industry.
Industry-funded programs permit faculty to keep abreast of the current trends and practices
important to American industry and give students an opportunity to learn the teaming and
other knowledge skills that will be important to their success as they join the workforce. The
growing number of research programs jointly supported by industry and government agencies
clearly shows a convergence of interest in supporting both basic and more applied research.
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Carefully managed, university-industrial partnerships provide universities with new
educational opportunities, expand infrastructure, provide alternative sources of research
revenue and contribute new and useful science to the commercial marketplace.

Myth: By taking industry sponsorship, universities are inviting industry to determine the
direction ofuniversity research.

Reality: Industrial funded research programs are collaborative from inception. They match
the commercially-oriented objectives of companies with the scientific interest of the
university principal investigator and students. If there is not commonality of interest in the
science to be pursued, there is no prospect for success. Universities insist on directing the
conduct of the research program; require the research to be supervised by the university
investigator; and require final control of research work product and publication.

Myth: Collaboration with industry invariably creates financial conflicts of interest for
academics.

Reality: University faculty interact with industry as educators, principal investigators under
research programs, consultants, creators of intellectual property used by industry and as
entrepreneurs. It is the responsibility of universities to continually explore the implications
of these relationships and to establish effective policies to manage them. Accordingly,
universities' conflict of interest policies seek to ensure that the personal financial interests of
faculty do not improperly affect the content, quality or timely release of research. These
conflict of interest policies have become fairly uniform among universities since they must
meet standards that have been established by the federal granting agencies.

I AUTM Licensing Survey: FY1998. The Association of University TechnologyManagers, SurveySummary, page
2
2 Ibid. Survey Table S-12
3 Stevens, Ashley: "Measuring EconomicImpact" andPressman, Lori, et.al.:"Pre-Production Investment andJobs
Induced byMIT Exclusive Patent Licenses"
4 Campbell, Kenneth D.: "R&D yields public rewards," Mass High Tech, May 11-17, 1998.
5 Op. cit., AUTM Licensing Survey: FY1998, page 14, Adjusted gross licensing income of$725M compares with
$24.4B in totaluniversity FY98 sponsored research expenditures
6 AUTM Economic Impact Survey, October 24, 1966
7 Ibid, page 6
8 Nann, Francis; Hamilton, Kimberly and Olivastro, Dominic:"TheIncreasing Linkage between U.S. Technology
and Public Scieuce" Research Policy: 26, No.3, 1997
9 Op. cit, AUTM Liceusiug Survey, Survey Tables, S-6 and S-8
10 Ibid, S-12 aud S-8
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DRAFT
February 7, 2005

I would like to thank you for your February 2 article

defending the public purpose of the government's technology

transfer policies. It is the most sensible comment on the

subject in quite a while.

In contrast, at lest the Los Angeles Times and The

Boston Globe have both run a series of columns focusing on

consulting arrangements tat involve "conflicts of interest" that

they incorrectly maintain are the direct result of the Bayh-Dole

Act of 1980 or the Technology Transfer Act of 1986. These kind

of articles usually make no mention of the many scientific

advances that have extended life, improved its quality, and

reduced suffering for millions of people, all while producing

-'"
thousands of new jobs. The Economist Technology Quarterly,-

recognizing these contributions over the last twenty-five years,

concluded the Act is "the most inspired piece of legislation to

be enacted over the past half-century. The Chicago Tribune

article below pursues other consulting arrangements it maintain

involves "conflicts" which are even further removed from

in the Times and Globe. Again, this article incorrectly

attributes these to the Bavh-Dole Act without comme~n its

contributions.

,tq~ erQf/fI",,'. M.r· rt/'lJ
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Page 2
February 7, 2005

I am disappointed that the NIH Director has reacted to

the Congressional pressure engendered by the public press in

such a draconian manner without first pursuing a public comment

period. I view his discussion as a major step backward for

technology transfer which is damaging for at least the reasons

you indicated and will not silence its critics, as their real

target is the emasculation of the Bayh-Dole Act and the

Technology Transfer Act of 1986.

I hope you will continue to pursue this problem.

can be of any assistance please call.

Norman J. Latker
Former Patent Counsel
DHEW and NIH 1963-1978
and
Director
Federal Technology Policy
DOC 1980-1989

G:\NJL\Bayh-Dole Ltr 7Feb05.doc
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Dr. Mark Rohrbaugh
Director of the Office of Technology Transfer
Office of Intramural Research
National Institutes of Health
6011 Executive Boulevard, Suite 325
Rockville, Maryland 20852

Dear Dr. Rohrbaugh:

We are writing on behalf of the Association of University Techoology Managers
(AUTM®), to comment on the petition to use the authority under the Bayh-Dole act to
promote access to: (a) Ritonavir, supported by National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases Contract no. AI27220; and (b) Latanoprost, supported by U.S. Public
Health Service Research Grant Numbers EY 00333 and EY 00402 from the National Eye
Institute, filed by Essential Inventions, Inc. with Secretary Thompson on January 29,
2004. AUTM® is a nonprofit association with membership of more than 3,200
technology managers and business executives who manage intellectual property at over
300 universities, research institutions, teaching hospitals and a similar number of
companies and government organizations.

While the subject of delivering affordable health care is certainly a serious issue for the
United States, we believe it must be addressed through other means. There are no
expressed authorities in the Act or implementing regulations that would support the
petitioner's position for Governmental actions such as those requested. As noted in 35
U.S.C. 200, the general description of the authorities reserved to the government are
limited, "...to ensure that the Government obtains sufficient rights in federally supported
inventions to meet the needs of the Government and protect the public against non-use or
unreasonable use of the invention..." (underlining added).

The general reservation of rights in the Government is specifically implemented in the
march-in provision of35 U.S.C. §203, which should not be read to be any broader than
intended in the general reservation of35 U.S.C. §200, which would be necessary to grant
the requested march-in request. Indeed, such actions as proposed by the petitioner were
never contemplated by the Congress and are not reflected in a proper understanding of
the legislative history of the law. On the contrary, it is clear that such authorities would
actually frustrate the stated policy and objectives ofthe Act to create incentives for
commercial development by assuring, when necessary, an exclusive patent position (see
35 U.S.C. 200).

We believe that an NIH interpretation ofthe Bayh-Dole Act as advocated by Essential
Inventions would disable the Act. The primary basis for the Act lies in the belief of
individual action as opposed to government action and the power of the market. Most
inventions resulting from government research are conceptual in nature and require
significant investment by the private sector to bring them into practical application. This
is particularly true of life science inventions requiring licensure by the Food and Drug '"
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Administration, Commercial concerns are unlikely to invest substantial financial
resources in the commercial development of any invention, funded in part by the
government, knowing that the government could challenge their competitive position
after the product was introduced onto the market As was the experience in the years
before the passage of the Bayh-Dole Act, when government policy was to grant only
non-exclusive licenses, no drugs for which the government held title were developed
and made available to the public,

Currently, exclusive licenses of federally funded inventions are believed to be
dependable, This dependability can be maintained only if all those involved in the
process retain full confidence that the march-in remedy will be exercised only in those
extraordinary circumstances clearly anticipated by the Act In 1997, Harold Varmus,
then Director of the NIH, recognized this potential when he rejected the march-in
petition of CellPro after it lost a patent infringement suit brought by Johns-Hopkins
University, Becton Dickinson and Baxter, In issuing his determination, he stated:

"The patent system, with its resultant predictability for investment and I
commercial development, is the means chosen by Congress for ensuring the
dissemination and development for new and useful technologies, It has proven a
effective means for the development ofhealthcare technologies, "

On May 13, 2003, after a detailed study of technology transfer mechanisms, the
President's Council of Advisors on Science and Technology concluded:

"Existing technology transfer legislation works and should not be altered, "
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Interpreting agency authority to exercise march-in rights as advocated by the petitioner
would be a major alteration to the existing technology transfer legislation, Granting a
march-in in this instance would, we believe, serve only a narrow interest and be
contrary to the broader public interest the Act is intended to serve, While we do not
wish to diminish the seriousness of the issue of delivering affordable health care we
believe it must be addressed through other means and urge the NIH to reject Essential
Inventions's petition,

Sincerely,

AUTM

~
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Are you ready for the second academic revolution? Or don't you
remember the first one?

From the ivory tower
to the marketplace:
the Bayh-Dole Law and the myth of
better mousetraps

Michael Odza

In order to understand why the aloof

ivory tower of academia is bending
toward the unruly marketplace--that is,
why universities have added technology
transfer and economic development to the
better established missions of education
and research- -it's necessary to look back

18 years to a law known as the Bayh..DQleAct. But to put the Act
in proper perspective, we must look back a bit further--to the birth
myths of the university.

One account says two universities were founded simultaneously,
on contrasting principles. One group of medieval monks, isolated
from the plague-ridden rest of society in their high stone tower,
possibly in Salamanca, Spain, decided they could support their
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scholarly works by imparting what they knew to healthy (and,
need we say, wealthy) students. However, another account
suggests that universities also have a parallel tradition of serving
the society in which they are embedded more directly. This story
holds that a group of ambitious merchants, possibly in
Cambridge, England, believing that education would help them in
their worldly pursuits, set out to hire some expert tutors. These
two models--one based on research, with teaching as a way to pay
for it, and the other based on learning, apparently for its
utility--persisted almost unchanged and
usually separate until midway through
the 20th century. In this light,
technology transfer is part of a long
tradition of response to changes in
society's needs.

Even the industrial revolution had little
immediate effect on the university's
divided identity. Formal academic
technology transfer really began with Birch Bayh

the spread of scientific agricultural practices through the
land-grant university system. With the notable exception of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, guided by industrialist

Vill1J1eYarBush, most of academia resisted the messy charms of
real-world problems. However, when World War II arrived, the
governments of Germany, England, Canada, and the United
States turned to their universities for the technologies to win the
war. Famously, MIT's Radiation Laboratory contributed to
anti-aircraft gun control, radar, and electronics, while Columbia
physicists such as 1.1. Rabi, George Pegram, Enrico Fermi, and
John Dunning served the war effort through the Manhattan
Project. So when Bush prepared his famous plan for the future of

research in the United States, &ignc;g;TbgEndlf!ssEf"Ql1ti?T
(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1945), it was
only after academicians had descended patriotically from the
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ivory tower to dirty their hands in designing the new weapons of
war--and had succeeded, spectacularly.

What followed, of course, were 30-plus glorious years of steadily
rising, indeed seemingly endlessly expanding federal funding for

research back in the ivory tower, in an
isolation welcomed by both society and the
academy. (Of course, the purity was partial,
at best. Military funding of university
research soared. However, contemporary
fears that federal funding would lead to
federal control have an interesting parallel
today in fears that industrial funding leads
to industrial control.)

This decision to add research to the
traditional academic mission of education was the first academic
revolution, so designated by Christopher Jencks and David
Riesman in The Academic Revolution (Garden City, N.Y.:
Doubleday, 1968). The second academic revolution (the title of a
forthcoming book by Henry Etzkowitz, SUNY Purchase),
codified by Bayh-Dole and still in progress, was initiated as part
of the controversial attempt to forge a national industrial policy in
response to the innovations and manufacturing competition from
Germany and Japan.

Could society do anything to save U.S. industry, after the
cutbacks by the great central corporate research labs? Internal
funding of corporate research fluctuates not in accordance with
the need for new products 10 or more years out, but with sales, or
worse, in accordance with the value Wall Street places on
cost-saving vs. investment at any given moment. Partly as a result
of the cutbacks and the short- term focus, and partly as a result of
the increasing technology intensity of all industries, even in the

very best cases -- IBM, Merck, DuPont, BdlLahs, DE,
3M--companies discovered that they could not invent everything

5.17.055:44 PM
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According to Jim Turner, long-time staffer at the House Science
Committee, such large companies were the main focus of
attention in 1979 and 1980. They complained that federal
bureaucracy made it difficult to develop civilian or commercial
applications of inventions made under federal (usually military)
contracts. But Howard Bremer of the Wisconsin Alumni Research

Eoundatioo, the late Roger Ditzel of the l.lnjY~rsjlYQfCalifQJ.Jlia,

and several others saw an opportunity to extend the law to
universities and other non-profits and small businesses also
conducting research with federal funding. The CQmm~rce

D~partm~nl's Norman Latker helped mightily by publishing a
study revealing that of30,000 federally owned patents, almost
none had been commercialized.

President.Carter signed the Bayh-Dole Act (Public Law 96-517)
in December 1980. Its main function was to standardize
previously disjointed federal policy. It reaffirmed that ownership
and control ofpatents d~riv~d f~o~ federally funded rese~ch .::J.
belonged to the performing institution, not to the sponsonng • .
federal agency. Bayh-Dole took the decision about 1'-?f;
commercialization out of federal hands, insulating the process ,~
from political interference, and incidentally helped start the
shrinking of federal government. With later amendments, it
allowed non-profits to offer exclusive licenses, which provided
the incentive for the venture capital industry to invest in unproven
university technology, and it required the institutions to share
proceeds with the inventors. Clarification of title helped give
companies the confidence to make investments in unproven
technologies.

The results have been dramatic. A trickle of university patents,
200 in 1980, has turned into a flood -- now more than 3,000
applications a year. Universities' share of the total U.S. patents
issued rose from a fraction of a percent to 3 percent, and much
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more in certain classes of advanced technology. In 1980 only a
handful ofmajor universities had the resources to fight the
bureaucracy for months or years to get each invention waiver.
Now more than 250 belong to the professional society, the
Association ofUniversity Technology Managers (AUTM), and
according to AUTM's most recent survey, more than 100 have at
least 10 active licenses of inventions, meaning that companies are
vigorously pursuing commercialization. Overall, 166 institutions
reported nearly 13,000 active licenses, a number rising by 1,000
or more every year. More than 1,900 new companies have been
formed since 1980 -- nearly 250 in 1996 alone, the most recent
year surveyed.

While most licenses are for relatively modest improvements or
components of products, some of them have helped transform our

society in ways the sponsors, Sens. Birch Bayh and BobDQl~,

probably never imagined. Within the technology transfer
community, the most famous invention to date is the technique
for recombinant DNA, or gene splicing, patented in 1980 by

Stl:1J:11~yCQh~n and H~rb~rtBQy~r of StanfQrdUniv~rsity:and the
University of California-San Francisco, respectively. Although it
is difficult to separate history's contingencies from causes, it is
striking that the biotechnology industry really got going after

Niels Reimers, the founder of Stanford's licensing office,
designed the non-exclusive licensing program for what turned out
to be one of the essential tools of the industry. The Cohen-Boyer
patent went on to garner more than 300 licensees and to return
hundreds ofmillions of dollars to the institutions and the
inventors.

Only three years later, Columbia obtained a
patent on the co-transformation process,
which extended recombination to enable the
delivery of specific genes into mammalian
cells. It has been used to develop numerous
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pharmaceuticals, including tissue plasminogen activator (t-PA),
which can prevent damage from heart attacks; erythropoietin
(EPa), which stimulates red blood cell production for AIDS and
kidney dialysis patients; colony stimulating factor, which
stimulates white blood cells; and factor VIII, for other blood
deficiencies. Co-transformation's nearly 30 licenses and more
than 200 other active licenses have now propelled Columbia to
the top of the tech transfer charts. Indeed, Columbia, which
ranked 23rd in total sponsored research in 1996, ranked first
among private universities and second only to the University of
California multi-campus system in net licensing revenue, with
$62.1 million.

It's important to remember how universities use such income.
First, it helps defray the multi-million-dollar cost of obtaining
patent protection for all promising inventions (often years before
royalties, if any, begin to flow). Office expenses for managing the
process take another (smaller) chunk. The bulk is divided among
the inventors and the institution, which may choose to invest in
risky but promising research by younger investigators, pay for
early-stage validation of technology, or contribute to the general
fund ofthe department and/or school.

For all the success of technology transfer, or perhaps because of
it, problems 100m. Probably no more than 5 percent to 10 percent
of faculty are inventors, even at leading research universities.
While their numbers are likely to increase as multimedia and
software spread through the humanities faculties, many faculty
may still object to the financial success, industry ties, or even
utilitarian bent of their entrepreneurial colleagues.

Ironically, large companies, which once ignored university
inventions (and never did do much with their own federally
funded inventions), are now pushing proposals in Washington to
require universities to license research tools non-exclusively, or to
return the licensing of life-saving drugs to the government.
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Etzkowitz observes that companies, having learned the lessons
both of continuous innovation and brutal cost control, now say
they "want to encourage the free flow of knowledge from
academia to industry, intending 'free flow' to mean both 'without
impediment' and 'without cost.''')

Yet these are problems of success. The fundamental truth
confirmed by the success of the Bayh-Dole Act is that early-stage
technology needs the security of law, the potential for reward, and
the active promotional and negotiating skills of the
technology-transfer professional to attract investment from the
private sector. Remember that old saw, "if you invent a better
mousetrap, the world will beat a path to your door?" It's still not
true.

Related links ...

• National Technology Transfer Center

• Council on Governmental Relations, an association of leading
research universities

• IeChnQIQgy_IransfeLLegislativeHistQry

• R&DMCigCizin?

MICHAEL ODZA is a consultant and publisher of Technology Access
Rf!2ort, a newsletter for technology transfer professionals, and ofIIl[ellfCflHJI

Pm]2erty Advice, for researchers.
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Are you ready for the second academic revolution? Or don't you
remember the first one?

From the ivory tower
to the marketplace:
the Bayh-Dole Law and the myth of
better mousetraps

MichaelOdza

In order to understand why the aloof

ivory tower of academia is bending
toward the unruly marketplace--that is,
why universities have added technology
transfer and economic development to the
better established missions of education
and research- -it's necessary to look back

18 years to a law known as the Ba)'h~DQleAct. But to put the Act
in proper perspective, we must look back a bit further-ito the birth
myths of the university.

One account says two universities were founded simultaneously,
on contrasting principles. One group ofmedieval monks, isolated
from the plague-ridden rest of society in their high stone tower,
possibly in Salamanca, Spain, decided they could support their
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scholarly works by imparting what they knew to healthy (and,
need we say, wealthy) students. However, another account
suggests that universities also have a parallel tradition of serving
the society in which they are embedded more directly. This story
holds that a group of ambitious merchants, possibly in
Cambridge, England, believing that education would help them in
their worldly pursuits, set out to hire some expert tutors. These
two models--one based on research, with teaching as a way to pay
for it, and the other based on learning, apparently for its
utility--persisted almost unchanged and
usually separate until midway through
the 20th century. In this light,
technology transfer is part of a long
tradition of response to changes in
society's needs.

Even the industrial revolution had little
immediate effect on the university's
divided identity. Formal academic
technology transfer really began with Birch Bayh

the spread of scientific agricultural practices through the
land-grant university system. With the notable exception of the
Massachusetts Institute ofTechnolog)', guided by industrialist
YanneYarBJJsh, most of academia resisted the messy charms of
real-world problems. However, when World War II arrived, the
governments of Germany, England, Canada, and the United
States turned to their universities for the technologies to win the
war. Famously, MIT's Radiation Laboratory contributed to
anti-aircraft gun control, radar, and electronics, while Columbia
physicists such as 1.1. Rabi, George Pegram, Enrico Fermi, and
John Dunning served the war effort through the Manhatt@
Project. So when Bush prepared his famous plan for the future of
research in the United States, S9i~l1c:~:lh~En(ll~/isE[Ql1tfgr
(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1945), it was
only after academicians had descended patriotically from the
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ivory tower to dirty their hands in designing the new weapons of
war-sand had succeeded, spectacularly.

What followed, of course, were 30-plus glorious years of steadily
rising, indeed seemingly endlessly expanding federal funding for

research back in the ivory tower, in an
isolation welcomed by both society and the
academy. (Of course, the purity was partial,
at best. Military funding of university
research soared. However, contemporary
fears that federal funding would lead to
federal control have an interesting parallel
today in fears that industrial funding leads
to industrial control.)

This decision to add research to the
traditional academic mission of education was the first academic
revolution, so designated by Christopher Jencks and David

Riesman in The Academic Revolution (Garden City, N.Y.:
Doubleday, 1968). The second academic revolution (the title of a
forthcoming book by Henry Etzkowitz, SUNY Purchase),
codified by Bayh-Dole and still in progress, was initiated as part
of the controversial attempt to forge a national industrial policy in
response to the innovations and manufacturing competition from
Germany and Japan.

Could society do anything to save U.S. industry, after the
cutbacks by the great central corporate research labs? Internal
funding of corporate research fluctuates not in accordance with
the need for new products 10 or more years out, but with sales, or
worse, in accordance with the value Wall Street places on
cost-saving vs. investment at any given moment. Partly as a result
of the cutbacks and the short- term focus, and partly as a result of
the increasing technology intensity of all industries, even in the

very best cases -- IBM, Merck, DJ.LPQnl, B~11Labs, <JE,
3M--companies discovered that they could not invent everything
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According to Jim Turner, long-time staffer at the House Science
Committee, such large companies were the main focus of
attention in 1979 and 1980. They complained that federal
bureaucracy made it difficult to develop civilian or commercial
applications of inventions made under federal (usually military)
contracts. But Howard Bremer of the Wisconsin Alumni Research

Eoundaticn, the late Roger Ditzel of the UniversitY_QfGalifomia,
and several others saw an opportunity to extend the law to
universities and other non-profits and small businesses also
conducting research with federal funding. The Commerce
Department's Norman Latker helped mightily by publishing a
study revealing that of30,000 federally owned patents, almost
none had been commercialized.

PresidentCarter signed the Bayh-Dole Act (Public Law 96-517)
in December 1980. Its main function was to standardize
previously disjointed federal policy. It reaffirmed that ownership
and control of patents derived from federally funded research
belonged to the performing institution, not to the sponsoring
federal agency. Bayh-Dole took the decision about
commercialization out of federal hands, insulating the process
from political interference, and incidentally helped start the
shrinking of federal government. With later amendments, it
allowed non-profits to offer exclusive licenses, which provided
the incentive for the venture capital industry to invest in unproven
university technology, and it required the institutions to share
proceeds with the inventors. Clarification oftitle helped give
companies the confidence to make investments in unproven
technologies.

The results have been dramatic. A trickle of university patents,
200 in 1980, has turned into a flood -- now more than 3,000
applications a year. Universities' share of the total U.S. patents
issued rose from a fraction of a percent to 3 percent, and much
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more in certain classes of advanced technology. In 1980 only a
handful ofmajor universities had the resources to fight the
bureaucracy for months or years to get each invention waiver.
Now more than 250 belong to the professional society, the
Association ofUniversity Technology Managers (AUTM), and
according to AUTM's most recent survey, more than 100 have at
least 10 active licenses of inventions, meaning that companies are
vigorously pursuing commercialization. Overall, 166 institutions
reported nearly 13,000 active licenses, a number rising by 1,000
or more every year. More than 1,900 new companies have been
formed since 1980 -- nearly 250 in 1996 alone, the most recent
year surveyed.

While most licenses are for relatively modest improvements or
components of products, some of them have helped transform our
society in ways the sponsors, Sens. Birch Bayh and BQQDQle,
probably never imagined. Within the technology transfer
community, the most famous invention to date is the technique
for recombinant DNA, or gene splicing, patented in 1980 by

StanleyCQhen and Herhert.Boyer of StanfQrdUniversity and the
University of California-San Francisco, respectively. Although it
is difficult to separate history's contingencies from causes, it is
striking that the biotechnology industry really got going after
Niels Reimers, the founder of Stanford's licensing office,
designed the non-exclusive licensing program for what turned out
to be one ofthe essential tools of the industry. The Cohen-Boyer
patent went on to gamer more than 300 licensees and to return
hundreds ofmillions of dollars to the institutions and the
inventors.

Only three years later, Columbia obtained a
patent on the co-transformation process,
which extended recombination to enable the
delivery of specific genes into mammalian
cells. It has been used to develop numerous
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pharmaceuticals, including tissue plasminogen activator (t-PA),
which can prevent damage from heart attacks; erythropoietin
(EPa), which stimulates red blood cell production for AIDS and
kidney dialysis patients; colony stimulating factor, which
stimulates white blood cells; and factor VIII, for other blood
deficiencies. Co-transformation's nearly 30 licenses and more
than 200 other active licenses have now propelled Columbia to
the top of the tech transfer charts. Indeed, Columbia, which
ranked 23rd in total sponsored research in 1996, ranked first
among private universities and second only to the University of
California multi-campus system in net licensing revenue, with
$62.1 million.

It's important to remember how universities use such income:
First, it helps defray the multi-million-dollar cost of obtaining
patent protection for all promising inventions (often years before
royalties, if any, begin to flow). Office expenses for managing the
process take another (smaller) chunk. The bulk is divided among
the inventors and the institution, which may choose to invest in
risky but promising research by younger investigators, pay for
early-stage validation oftechnology, or contribute to the general
fund of the department and/or school.

For all the success of technology transfer, or perhaps because of
it, problems loom. Probably no more than 5 percent to 10 percent
of faculty are inventors, even at leading research universities.
While their numbers are likely to increase as multimedia and
software spread through the humanities faculties, many faculty
may still object to the financial success, industry ties, or even
utilitarian bent of their entrepreneurial colleagues.

Ironically, large companies, which once ignored university
inventions (and never did do much with their own federally
funded inventions), are now pushing proposals in Washington to
require universities to license research tools non-exclusively, or to
return the licensing of life-saving drugs to the government.
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Etzkowitz observes that companies, having learned the lessons
both of continuous innovation and brutal cost control, now say
they "want to encourage the free flow ofknowledge from
academia to industry, intending 'free flow' to mean both 'without
impediment' and 'without cost.'"

Yet these are problems of success. The fundamental truth
confirmed by the success of the Bayh-Dole Act is that early-stage
technology needs the security of law, the potential for reward, and
the active promotional and negotiating skills of the
technology-transfer professional to attract investment from the
private sector. Remember that old saw, "if you invent a better
mousetrap, the world will beat a path to your door?" It's still not
true.

Related links...

• National Technology Transfer Center

• Council on Governmental Relations, an association of leading
research universities

• TechnologyIransferLegisla1iYeHisJory

• R&DMq.gq~ilJ?

MICHAEL ODZA is a consultant and publisher of Technology. Access
Report, a newsletter for technology transfer professionals, and ofLlJlgll''J:1Zi.(Jj
Property Advice, for researchers.
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A call for restricting patents on basic biomedical research
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The Bayh·Dole Act, a 1980 law intended to prod the proliferationto inflammationillvatiousmaladies. Those
commercialization of government-supported research, institutions and Ariad Pharmaceuticals (also in Cam
gaveuniversities amajor roleInushering in thenewera bridge), theexclusive licensee of thepatent, arenow SUR

of biotechnology. The law fulfilled legislators' most ing EliLilly, claiming that two of its drugs-one for os
ambitious expectations by encouraging the patenting teoporosis, one for sepsis-infringe the patent. Ariad
of academic research-and the exclusive licensing of has contacted more than 50 other companies that are
those patents to industry. In 1979 universities received researching or commercializing drugs .

....a mere 264 patents-ce-number ·.. through.this.pathway" askiug them.for.lie
that in 2000 rose to 3,764, and royalties. Thebroad-basedpatentdoesnotpt9t~
about half of which went to specific drugs. Instead it has become a tollbooth for
biomedical discoveries. The commercial drug research and development on the NF·
14-fd.ld increase far outpaced t<:B pathway. "In this case,as in many others, upstreaml*
the overall growth in patents [precommercial]patents issuedto academic institutions
dnring that period. A few voic- serve as a tax on innovation, diluting rather than for-
es in the intellectual-property tifying incentives for product development," the au
communityhave now charged thors wrote in the winter-spring issueof Lawand Con-
that Bayh-Dole has gone too temporary Problems. (Their other article on the Bayh-
far. Patents, they claim, have Dole Act appeared in the January-February issue of
been granted on the fruits of American Scientist.)
biomedicalresearchthat should Rai and Eisenbergsuggest that the law should be al
remain in the public domain. tered to make it easierfor thegovernment-in particular,
In recent co-authored articles, the National Institutes of Health-to specify that such
Arti K.Rai of the University of upstream research re!Jliin public and not be sub]6Ct to I .1

Pennsylvania and Rebecca 5. Eisenbergof the Universi- p{i;ents. They li'Is6fecommend facilitating the govern- r
ty of Michigan at Ann Arbor have proposed reform of m nt's ability to mandate the nonexclusive licensing of
the law, contending that development of new biophar- a patent at reasonable rates. Both actions ats permit-

. maceuticals and related technologieshas been hindered ted under the current law but have almost never been
by extending patent coverage beyond actual products exercised; the la'lLmakes it.s..umbersome to do so.•
to basic re~.e.arch findings. DNA sequences, protein Fiddling with Bayh-Dole does bear risks. For in
structures ana disease pathways should, in many cas- stance, an executive-branch agency such as the NIH
es, serve as a general knowledge base that can be used could be subject to political pressure in barring patents:
freely by everyone. an administration opposed to using embryos in scien-

Rai and Eisenbergcite the case of a patent obtained tific investigations might order an agency to withhold
by teams atHarvard University, the Massachusetts In- patents on such research. But university technology
stitute of Technology and the Whitehead Institute for transfer offices,Rai and Eisenberg contend, cannot be
Biomedical.Research in Cambridge, Mass. It covers entrusted to make decisions aboutwh'ffita forgopatent
methods of treating diseasebyregulating cell-signaling ing, given that a bIgpart ot the'u: mission is to bring in
activity involving nuclear factor kappa B (NF-Kll),. licensing-reveniles. 50more Jev.eraee is neededto ensure
which controls genes for processes ranging from cell that basic biomedical research remains open to alL om
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Who Pays for U.S. Prescription Drug R&D?

Prescription drug prices for the American taxpayer increased from over $50 billion dollars in 1993 to over $93
billion dollars in 1998.

Almost all of the health care research and development dollars in the United States, both public and private, is
spent on the development of prescription drugs. In 1970, 70 percent of the money came from the American
taxpayer. Beginning in 1985, spending on the treatment of AIDS began, with most of these R&D dollars going
towards the development of anti-AIDS prescription drugs. As of 1995, the last year for which data is available,
taxpayer-paid R&D and AIDS dollars amounted to 55 percent of $41 billion dollars spent on heath care R&D
in the United States, with 45 percent ofthis coming from the pharmaceutical industry.
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Federal Taxpayer dollars for AIDS Funding: 1996-S7,522; 1997-$8,363,1998-$8,931, and
1999-$9,988

As can be seen, the American taxpayer continues to pay most of the money spent on health care R&D and
AIDS spending in the United States, almost all of it for the . . ne would
think that the American ~payer wou d somehow bene It from this investment, perhaps in the reduction of the
prices for muse pitScnptio dru s their tax ayer dollars paid to develo . But this is not happening. As
Congressman Bernie Sanders of Vermont sal in en 42 percent of all U.S. health care research
and development expenditures is paid for by the taxpayer, and 92 percent of the cancer drugs developed since
1955 were developed with Federal funding, we owe it to the taxpayer to give them a fair return on their
investment with a reasonable price on the drugs they paid to develop." Congressman Sanders figures
excluded the money spent on the development of drugs for AIDS since 1985.

And the Pharmaceutical Industry Keeps on Winning

On August 3rd, 1995, Congressman Sanders (I-VT) introduced an amendment to HR.2127, the FYI996 trY
appropriations bill for the HHS, re uiri he National Institute of Health to re uire that all such drugs
d;;veloped with taxpayer dollars be marketed at a "reasona e pnce.

In House Roll Call Vote 624 on August 4th, 1995, the Sanders amendment LOST on a vote of 141 AYES to
284 NAYS. Of the 141 AYES, there were (4R, 136D, II). Of the 284 NAYS, there were (225R, 59D,) with 9
Representatives not voting (2R, 7D).

Of the 229 Republicans voting, 225 (98%) voted AGAINST the Sanders amendment, and 4 (2%) voted
FOR it. Of the 195 Democrats voting, 136 (70%) voted FOR the Sanders amendment, and 59 (30%)
voted AGAINST it.

In 1996, Congressman Sanders proposed a similar amendment to HR.3755, the FY1997 appropriations bill
for HHS. This was defeated in House Roll Call Vote 306 on September 27, 1996 on a vote of 180 AYES
(23R, 156D, I I) to 242 NAYS (205R, 37D), with II Representatives not voting.

Of the 228 Republicans voting, 205 (90%) voted AGAINST the Sanders amendment, and 23 (10%)
voted FOR it. Of 193 Democrats voting, 156 (81%) voted FOR the Sanders amendment and 37 (19%)
voted AGAINST it.

On September 27th, Congressman Sanders also introduced HR.4270, the Health Care Research and
Development and Consumer Protection Act. It required NIH reporting on research and development
expenditures for drugs approved for marketing. HR.4270 was killed and buried in the Republican-controlled
"Health and Environment" Subcommittee of the Republican-controlled House Commerce Committee on
October II, 1996.

rift
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On February 8th, 1999, Sanders and 35 other Representatives (including one or two Republicans) introduced ..A./
H.R.626 - the Health Care Research and Development and Taxpayer Protection Act. HR.626 again called for ~
"reasonable pricing" on prescription drugs developed with Federal taxpayer dollars. Again, the bill was killed
and buried in the "Health and Environment" Subcommittee, this time on February 24th, 1999.

The Republican Representatives of the Pharmaceutical Industry in 1999:

House Commerce Committee - The 16 Members of the Republican Majority on the "Health and Environment"
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Sub-Committee -- Michael Bilirakis, (R-FL) Chairman; Tom A. Coburn, (R-OK) Vice Chairman; Brian P.
Bilbray, (R-CA), Ed Bryant, (R-TN) ,Richard Burr, (R-NC), Barbara Cubin, (R-WY), Nathan Deal, (R-GA),
Greg Ganske, (R-IA), James C. Greenwood, (R-PA), Rick Lazio, (R-NY), Charlie Norwood, (R-GA), Charles
"Chip" Pickering, (R-MS),John B. Shadegg, (R-AZ), Cliff Steams, (R- FL), Fred Upton, (R-Ml), Ed
Whitfield, (R-KY)
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NIH itself realized this before Bayh-Dole. The law was based on a very successful
administrative policy that was implemented here because no new products were corning
out ofyour extramural research. When the Carter Administration later decided to
abruptly halt this policy, Senator Dole and I began hearing from our constituents that
many promising inventions would never be developed unless the situation was remedied.

1

Thank you very much for allowing me to speak to you this morning about e intent of the
Bayh-Dole Act. I am accompanied by Joe Allen, currently President oft e National
Technology Transfer Center, and form.erly my,;frimary staffer working n this law. "

fA so<"........, JfJlOt '-f J h " J .e/,j ?./C" /vi /'?t"~ <L/t YJ C( 'l7re.
I want to make quite clear that l'a'm onl;1ddressing the contention t" Bayh-Dole gives / . k (
NIH the ability to control the prices of products arising from its xtramur research. I am /-1-7 I

not at all familiar with the specifics of the drugs in question, so . make no corn.ment 4... Jl".e Js:./~.<::

on the merits of these particular cases. rh-e ['v4)"".Jl'.u' 1/,)

II 11 . . . . h di r/7v..,f- ~., 1 1, - "
I feel compelled to te many we -intended supporters of this petition t at I must isagree btl / e
with their conclusion that the law gives government the ability to regulate the price of ;J/ v:~J
products arising from Bayh-Dole. It does not. /t{ I;':; tf.-e
Before Bayh-Dole was written government funded inventions were rarely r, Ct~, I > ~. "

commercialized. The federal agencies, such as NIH, are typically funding very early a NJ:7; ~ ;-'f'1:.
stage research far removed from a commercial product. As Thomas Edison said so well: " ttJ'")lee" i
"Invention is I% inspiration and 99% perspiration." With regard to publicly funded cJh
research, government typically funds the inspiration and industry the perspiration. "cf~ '1J

IoJ c J,c tj
67 IVI i+1
t£W,JV' s/.,~,J-:-

1
When Congress was debating our approach fear was expressed that some companies
might want to license university technologies to suppress them because they could
threaten existing products. Largely to address this fear we included the march-in
provisions that are the subject oftoday's meeting.

The clear intent of these provisions is to insure that every effort is made to bring a
product to market. Ifthere is evidence that this is not being done, the funding agency can
"march-in" and require that other companies be licensed. If the developer cannot satisfy
health and safety requirements of the American taxpayer, agencies may march-in.

In those rare cases where the federal agencies are funding both "inspiration and
perspiration," Bayh-Dole allows agencies to opt out of its coverage under the
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"Exceptional Circumstances" provisions.
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\. Senator Dole and I believed that rather than price controls, the greater public good is
'll'Chieve y creating new products from federally funded R&D with new jobs in the U.S,

aking the products here. Bayh-Dole also requires that the resulting royalty payments
go back to the public sector to fund more research, and reward our university inventors
for their contributions,

At the time, no one really knew whether industry-university partnerships would form or
not under our law, Recently, The Economist Technology Quarterly called Bayh-Dole
"Possibly the most inspired piece of legislation to be enacted in America over the past
half century," \

The Economist estimated that Bayh-Dole created 2,000 new companies, 260,000 new
jobs, and now contributes $40 billion annually to the U.S, economy, Perhaps we didn't
do too badly after all.

It is certainly fair to second guess us and say that we should have allowed the government
to have a say in the prices ofproducts arising from federal R&D as well.
However, we are a nation of laws and, if changes are believed warranted, we have a
process for doing so, That is to amend the law. You simply carmot invent new
interpretations a quarter of a century later. I fear that this is what is being proposed.

It was first brought to my attention that attempts were underway to rewrite history when I
saw an article in the Washington Post on March 27, 2002, entitled Paying Twicefor the
Same Drugs.. The crux of the article was that:

Bayh-Dole ,.. states that practically any new drug invented wholly or in part with
federal funds will be made available to the public at a reasonable price, If it is not,
then the government can insist that the drug be licensed to more reasonable
manufacturers, and if refused, license it to third parties that will make the drug
available at a reasonable cost.2

This view mistakes how our law works. Bob Dole and I responded in a letter to the editor
of the Washington Post on April 1], 2002 setting the record straight.'

You can imagine my surprise when I heard that the same arguments were being formally

1 "Innovation's Golden Goose," The Economist 14 Dec 2002: 3.

2 Peter Arno and Michael Davis, "Paying Twice for the Same Drugs," Washington Post 27 Mar. 2002:
A21.

3 Birch Bayh and Robert Dole, "Our Law Helps Patients Get New Drugs Sooner," Washington Post 11
Apr. 2002: A28.
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presented in a petition to NIH in an attempt to control drug prices. The current petition
says: "The clear language ofthe Bayh-Dole act requires reasonable pricing of
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government supported inventions.'" It later adds: "The legislative history evidences an
intent to require that government supported inventions be priced reasonably.'"

When there is doubt about what Congress intended in enacting legislation, you must look (
at the legislative history on the law. This includes the law itself, the Committee report of 1. ;bt
the bill, and floor debate on that particular bill. Legislative history does not include IJ .
debates on other bills that were not enacted.

All but one of the citations in the petition used to conclude that march-in rights were
intended to control prices actually refer to hearings on bills other than Bayh-Dole. While
perhaps interesting, these are not pertinent legislative history. I could only find one
citation from the real legislative history. Here it is:

This consensus was recorded in the Senate's Committee Report on the bill, which
explained that march-in rights were intended to insure that no 'windfall profits,' or
other "adverse effects result from retention of patent rights by these contractors.'"

The petition footnote on this section adds "statement of Senator Bayh that the march-in
provisions were meant to control the ability of 'the large, wealthy, corporation to take
advantage of Government research and thus profit at taxpayers' expense.':"

1/
If"

~
•

These quotes didn't sound right, so I looked them up. Rather than being a statement of
fact, my quotation is actually taken from a question I asked the Comptroller General on
another !Fpic altogether. ..1/1J,',,!¥,f1tj .//"U )~(f.,f
The~anguageJ!!loet{fromthe Committee report mixes up references to two different -rc
secrrons of the law ~that the Origm'nal eaning is unrecognizable. 7

~4~ .
ii',,", lot • ~

Let's see what happens when theiluotes are placed in their proper context. Ie!' mEWs.
;gt! ent I highlighted the langu~ge referred to in the petition as it appears in the actual"
text. . v'h~e

4 Petitionto use Authority UnderBayh-Dole Act to PromoteAccess to Ritonavir. Supported by National
Institute ofAllergy andInfectiousDiseases Contract No. AI27220 (EssentialInventions,Inc., 2004) 9.

5 Ibid., 10

6 Petition to use Authority Under Barh-Dole Act to Promote Access to Ritonavir. Supported byNational
Institute ofAllergy andInfectiousDiseases Contract No. AI27220 (Washington: EssentialInventions, Inc.,
2004) 10.

7 Ibid.
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~Fing-hi{testimony,I asked Elmer Staats, then the Comptroller General of the United

States, a question about concerns expressed about the Bayh-Dole bill. Here it is:

The other criticism comes from those that feel that this bill is a front to allow the
large, wealthy corporation to take advantage ofGovernment research dollars
and thus to profit at the taxpayers' expense. We thought we had drafted this bill
in such a way that this was not possible. Would you care to comment on this
scenario as a valid criticism?

Mr. Staats: Of course, this is the key question. There is no doubt about that. In my
opinion, the bill does have adequate safeguards.... It preserves the idea, the
concept, that the Government will still have the rights to come in and require the
exploitation of a patent. It cannot be just locked up. It also preserves the idea,
which the Commission endorsed, that if there are substantial profits involved,
then the Government would share in those profits ...

I think that you have to look at this issue not in terms of giving something away
which is valuable property; it is a question of really making sure that the
Government's investment has been translated into beneficial effects from the point
ofview of the impact on the economy.'

To put this in context, what Mr. Staats is referring to when we discuss "substantial
profits" is not that they be regulated. He is discussing a provision in the original bill that
required universities and small companies to "pay back" part oftheir income to the
sponsoring agency. This is quite a different concept than price controls, isn't it?

'1
•

1in T zyR'W% irom 'he SzpstJ §:slieiap' Go/witteR Bepert

The petition~fxA :langUage describing two unrelated parts of'Bayh-Dole. Here's how
the report acmally reads with the petition extract highlighted:

The agencies will have the power to exercise march-in rights to insure that no

S United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary, UniversityandSmall Business Patent
Procedures Act: Hearings before the Committee on the Judiciary. UnitedStatesSenate. Ninety-sixth
Congress. first session, on S.414...May 16, andJune 6, 1979 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1979): 44.

9 United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary, UniversityandSmallBusiness Patent
Procedures Act: Report of the Committee on the Judiciary, United StatesSenate, on S.414 (Washington:

~CiIf.:;_
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adverse effects result from the retention of patent rights by these
contractors.'

-5-

That was the language on section 203, the march-in rights provision. The report
continues:

The existence of section 204 of the bill, the Government pay back provision, will
guarantee that the inventions which are successful in the marketplace reimburse
the Federal agencies for the help which led to their discovery. Although there is
no evidence of "windfallprofits" having been made from any inventions that
arose from federally-sponsored programs, the existence of the pay back provision
reassures the public that their support in developing new products and
technologies is taken into consideration when these patentable discoveries are
successfully commercialized. "10

Thus, it is only by inappropriately combining language describing an entirely different
section ofthe law that the words "windfall profits" can be made to refer to march-in
rights. They clearly do not. Such a representation is highly misleading.

When read in context, the real meaning could not be clearer. Rather than controlling
product prices, the language actually provided that the Government should be able to
recoup a percentage of its investment when an invention from its extramural funding hits
a home run in the market.

The payback provision was later dropped because the agencies said that the
administrative costs oftracking university royalties would far outweigh any monetary
benefits from the one-in-a-million breakthrough invention.

Now for those who really want to explore the fine points of Bayh-Dole, it is instructive
that when we clearly intended to trigger agency actions related to the financial success of
an invention, the language of the "pay back" provision was very specific. We said in
black and white how much money would trigger this action.

f, I. ~r
~,../

'foliC
•

If we had intended for agencies to control product prices, we would not do so in hidden
code words suddenly unearthed like the Rosetta stone 25 years later. We would have told
agencies precisely what we meant. That no such language exists is evident. Such a
construction can only be made by Alice in Wonderland contortions of the record.

Again, it is fair to look back in hindsight and say that we were wrong to not control
prices. Congress is certainly empowered to amend the law to do so, but we also have clear

U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979) 30.
10Ibid.
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evidence that such actions may not have the intended result.

-6-

We need look no further than NIH itself. Under pressure, in 1989 NIH placed a provision
in its intramural collaborations with industry that resulting inventions must demonstrate
"a reasonable relationship between the pricing of a licensed product, the public
investment in that product, and the health and safety needs ofthe public."!'

When industry collaborations began evaporating, and NIH explored the reasons and
found:

Both NIH and its industry counterparts came to the realization that this policy had
the effect of posing a barrier to expanded research relationships and, therefore,
was contrary to the Bayh-Dole Act. 12

If NIH found that price controls on its intramural research are "contrary to the Bayh-Dole
Act," how can the same provisions be applied to extramural research?

~\fP"-
IfCongress does decide to amend Bayh-Dole someone clearly deAne what is a
"reasonable price." Congress must keep in mind that t~vast majority of technologies
developed under the law are commercialized by small companies that "bet the farm" on
one or two patents. Copycat companies are always waiting until an entrepreneur has
shown the path ahead. They can always make things cheaper since they have no
significant development costs to recover.

What will happen to the start up companies arising from Bayh-Dole that are driving our
economy forward with this sword hanging over their heads? What evidence is there that
large drug companies will not simply walk away from collaborations with our public
sector? That is what happened to NIH.

NIH wisely realized that the greater good is to allow American taxpayers to have access
to important new products and processes, along with the new jobs and taxes they create
than to try and regulate prices.

Bob Dole and I made the same choice in 1980. I still believe that we were correct.

II NationalInstitute of Health, NIH Responseto the Conference Report Requestfor a Plan to Ensure
Taxpayers' Interests areProtected (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 2001) 9.

12 Ibid., 8.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR BIRCH BAYH TO THE
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH

MAY25,2004

Thank you very much for allowing me to speak to you this morning about the intent of the
Bayh-Dole Act. I am accompanied by Joe Allen, currently President ofthe National
Technology Transfer Center and formerly my primary staffer for the Bayh-Dole Act.

I want to make quite clear that I only want to address the contention ofthe present
petition that Bayh-Dole gives NIH the ability to control the prices ofproducts arising
from your extramural research. I am not at all familiar with the specifics of the drugs in
question, so I will make no comment on the merits of these particular cases.

Quite frankly, I have mixed emotions about being here today. While I am very proud of
what has been accomplished under this landmark law, today I feel compelled to tell many
well-intended supporters of this petition that I must disagree with their conclusion that the
law gives government the ability to regulate the price ofproducts arising from Bayh-Dole.
It does not.

.' IJ1F;.,de ..f V
I would like to briefly address what Senator Dole and Il~nteng)in drafting the law, "
what the law's real legislative history says, and touch on why I con'finue to believe that
attempting to use technology transfer legislation to control prices is not a good idea.

Let me start with why Bayh-Dole was written. Before this law, government funded
inventions were rarely commercialized. The federal agencies, such as NIH, are typically
funding very early stage research far removed from a commercial product. The risk and
expense oftaking such concepts through development and into the marketplace are
enormous. Under our system of Government, industry bears these risks and expenses.
Experience proved that unless companies could protect their investments they simply
would not be made.

NIH itself realized this before Bayh-Dole. The law was based on a very successful
~dministrative policy that was implemented here because no new products were coming

out ofyour extramural research. When it was later decided in the Carter Administration
to abruptly halt ~olicy, Senator Dole and I began hearing from our constituents that
many promisingiT~~n'/!ler be developed unless the situation was remedied.

The purpose of Bayh-Dole was to create partnerships between the U.S. public and private
sectors so that promising discoveries would not die on the shelves of federal agencies.
That to me is a tremendous benefit to the American public. Bob and I also focused our
attention on where we thought new products were most likely to be brought aggressively
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to market. We focused our bill to inventions made by universities and small companies.
The law requires universities to give domestic small companies preferences when they
license their inventions. Today about 80% ofuniversity inventions are licensed to small
companies.

A fear was expressed when Congress was debating our approach that some companies
might want to license university techoologies to suppress them because they could
threaten existing products. Largely to address this fear we included the march-in
provisions that are the subject oftoday's hearing.

This is how the Senate Judiciary Committee report describes the intent of'Bayh-Dole's
march-in rights:

Section 203 establishes situations in which the funding agency may require small
business firms or nonprofit organizations, or their assignees or licensees, to
license subject inventions, to which the contractor has retained title. The
Govermnent may "march-in" if reasonable efforts are not being made to achieve
practical application, for alleviation ofhealth and safety needs, and in situations
when the use of the invention is required by Federal regulations. Finally, a march
in is included that ties into the U.S. manufacture requirement of section 205.

March-in is intended as a remedy to be invoked by the Govermnent and a private
cause of action is not created in competitors or other outside parties, although it is
expected that in most cases complaints from third parties will be the basis for the
initiation agency action.

(Report ofthe U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee on the University and Small
Business Patent Procedures Act, Report 96-480, pp. 33-34)

The clear intent of these provisions is to insure that every effort is made to bring a
product to market. If there is evidence that this is not being done, the funding agency can
"march-in" and require that other companies be licensed.

At the time we passed Bayh-Dole, no one really knew whether industry-university
partnerships would work or not. The Economist Technology Quarterly ofDecember
14,2002 summarizes well what happened. Particularly pertinent to today it begins:
"The reforms that unleashed American innovation in the 1980's, and were emulated
widely around the world, are under attack at home."

It then continues:

Remember the techoological malaise that befell America in the late 1970's?
Japan was busy snuffing out Pittsburgh's steel mills, driving Detroit offthe
road, and beginning its assault on Silicon Valley. Only a decade later
things were very different. An exhausted Soviet empire threw in
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the towel. Europe sat up and started investing heavily in America. Why the
sudden reversal of fortunes? Across America, there had been a flowering of
innovation unlike anything seen before.

Possibly the most inspired piece of legislation to be enacted in America over the
past half century was the Bayh-Dole act of 1980.... More than anything, this single
policy measure helped to reverse America's precipitous slide into
industrial irrelevance.

Before Bayh-Dole, the fruits of research supported by government agencies
had belonged strictly to the federal government. Nobody could exploit
such research without tedious negotiations with the federal agency concerned.
Worse, companies found it nigh impossible to acquire exclusive rights
to a government-owned patent. And without that, few firms were willing to invest
millions more of their own money to turn a raw research idea into a marketable
product.

The result was that inventions and discoveries made in American universities,
hospitals, national laboratories and non-profit institutions sat in warehouses
gathering dust. Of the 28,000 patents that the American government owned in
1980, fewer than 5% had been licensed to industry. Although taxpayers were
footing the bill for 60% of all academic research, they were getting hardly
anything in return.

The Bayh-Dole act did two things at a stroke. It transferred ownership of an
invention or discovery from the government agency that helped pay for it to the
academic institution that carried out the actual research. And it ensured that the
researchers involved got a piece of the action.

Overnight, universities across America became hotbeds of innovation, as
entrepreneurial professors took their inventions (and their graduate students) off
campus to set up companies of their own. Since 1980, American universities have
witnessed a tenfold increase in the patents they generate, spun off more than 2,000
firms to exploit research done in their labs, created 260,000 jobs in the process,
and now contribute $40 billion armually to the American economy. Having seen
the results, America's trading partners have been quick to follow suit. Odd then,
that the Bayh-Dole act should now be under attack in America.

This was the intent of Bayh-Dole. To provide incentives for universities and small
companies to aggressively move their inventions made from federal research into the
marketplace. Along these lines, Senator Dole and I provided that the federal agencies
could march-in if good faith efforts were not being made to develop products so that the
American public could benefit from them. Commercial availability, not pricing was our
focus.
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It is certainly fair game to second guess us and say that we should have allowed the
government to have a say in the prices of products arising from federal R&D. I
respectfully disagree.

Government is typically funding very early stage research. As described above, any
company seeking to take such ideas to market faces a long, uncertain road. The odds are
probably 100-1 that any particular invention made under Bayh-Dole will be a commercial
success, and considerably higher that it will be a huge success. Rather than drafting our
law for these rare exceptions, we designed it to work that vast majority of the time. I
believe that it does so.

Again, others are certainly free to disagree with me. However, we are a nation of laws
and if changes are believed warranted we have a process for doing so. That is to amend
the law. You simply cannot invent new interpretations a quarter of a century later and
retroactively impose them on those who successfully ran the product development
gauntlet. I fear that this is what is being proposed today.

It was first brought to my attention that attempts were underway to rewrite history along
these lines when I saw an article in the Washington Post on March 27, 2002, entitled
Paying Twicefor the Same Drugs.. The crux of the article was that:

Bayh-Dole is a provision ofU.S. patent law that states that practically any new
drug invented wholly or in part with federal funds will be made available to the
public at a reasonable price. If it is not, then the government can insist that the
drug be licensed to more reasonable manufacturers, and if refused, license it to
third parties that will make the drug available at a reasonable cost.

Bob Dole and I agreed that we could not sit idly by while this novel interpretation was
floated, and so we wrote ajoint letter to the editor of the Washington Post on April II,
2002 saying:

Bayh-Dole did not intend that government set prices on resulting products. The
law makes no reference to a reasonable price that should be dictated by the
government. This omission was intentional; the purpose ofthe act was to entice
the private sector to seek public-private research collaborations rather than
focusing on its own proprietary research.

The article also mischaracterized the rights retained by the government under
Bayh-Dole, The ability of the government to revoke a license granted under the
act is not contingent on the pricing of a resulting product or tied to the profitability
of the company that commercialized a product that results in part from
government-funded research. The law instructs the government to revoke such
licenses only when the private industry collaborator has not successfully
commercialized the invention as a product.
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You can imagine my surprise when I heard that the same arguments were being formally
presented to in a petition to NIH in an attempt to control drug prices, The current petition
says: "The clear language of the Bayh-Dole act requires reasonable pricing ofgovernment
supported inventions," It later adds: "The legislative history evidences an intent to
require that government supported inventions be priced reasonably,"

When there is doubt about what Congress intended in enacting legislation, you must look
at the legislative history on the law, This includes the law itself, the Committee report of
the bill, and floor debate on that particular bilL Legislative history does not include
debates on other bills that were not enacted.

It is by mixing up the two that the current conclusions on the intent of the Bayh-Dole Act
are justified in the petition. Let's take a closer look at these allegations on what we meant
in writing the bilL

If you read the specific citations in the petition used to conclude that march-in rights were
intended to control prices, all but one actually refers to hearings on other bills than Bayh
Dole. While perhaps interesting, these are not pertinent legislative history. I could only
find one citation from the real legislative history, Here it is,

This consensus was recorded in the Senate's Committee Report on the bill, which
explained that march-in rights were intended to insure that no 'windfall profits,' or
other "adverse effects result from retention ofpatent rights by these contractors,"

The petition footnote on this section adds "statement of Senator Bayh that the march-in
provisions were meant to control the ability of 'the large, wealthy, corporation to take
advantage of Government research and thus profit at taxpayers' expense.'''

These quotes didn't sound right, so I looked them up, The footnote refers to a question I
asked the Comptroller General in the hearing on another topic altogether, The language
from the Committee report mixes up references to two different sections of the law so
that the original meaning is unrecognizable,

Let's see what happens when the quotes are placed in their proper context. In my written
~ statement I highlighted the language referred to in the petition as it appears in the actual

~-=-- .- ..\
~heF2°~vU: ' {!iJ(i 'Ie--,IJ During is testimony, I asked Elmer Staats, then the Comptroller General of the United

--"} States, about two concerns expressed about the Bayh-Dole bill. One was that we gave a
preference to small companies. Now I'll quote directly from the hearing, I pose the
following question to Mr. Staats:

)
)
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The other criticism comes from those that feel that this bill is a front to allow the
large, wealthy corporation to take advantage ofGovernment research dollars
and thus to profit at the taxpayers' expense. We thought we had drafted this bill
in such a way that this was not possible. Would you care to comment on this
scenario as a valid criticism?

Mr. Staats: Of course, this is the key question. There is no doubt about that. In my
opinion, the bill does have adequate safeguards .... It preserves the idea, the
concept, that the Government will still have the rights to come in and require the
exploitation of a patent. It cannot be just locked up. It also preserves the idea,
which the Commission endorsed, that if there are substantial profits involved,
then the Government would share in those profits. You might quarrel about the
particular figure which is used in your bill, but I would not. I think that a fair
judgment has been made with respect to the cutoffs here.

I think that you have to look at this issue not in terms of giving something away
which is valuable property; it is a question of really making sure that the
Government's investment has been translated into beneficial effects from the point
ofview of the impact on the economy.

You also have to look at it also in terms of being sure that the Government does
not have to pay twice. This bill does preserve that right.

So I am not concerned about the concern which might be expressed that this is
giving away something which ought not to be given away. I don't look at it that
way. I don't believe that it would be a fair way oflooking at it."

(Hearings before the Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate on The University
and Small Business Patent Procedures Act, May 16, and June 6, 1979, p. 44)

To put this in context, what Mr. Staats is referring to when we discuss "substantial
profits" is not that they be regulated. He is discussing a provision in the original bill that
required universities and small companies to "pay back" part of their profits back to the
sponsoring agency!

The Language in the Senate Judiciary Committee Report

The petition's quotes come from the Conclusion section of the report. Here is what the
report actually says:

The agencies will have the power to exercise march-in rights to insure that no
adverse effects result from the retention of patent rights by these contractors.
The existence of section 204 of the bill, the Government pay back provision, will
guarantee that the inventions which are successful in the marketplace reimburse
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the Federal agencies for the help which led to their discovery, Although there is
no evidence of "windfallprofits" having been made from any inventions that
arose from federally-sponsored programs, the existence of the pay back provision
reassures the public that their support in developing new products and
technologies is taken into consideration when these patentable discoveries are
successfully commercialized."

Report 96-480 of the Senate Judiciary Committee on the University and Small
Business Patent Procedures Act, p. 30.

Thus, it is only by inappropriately combining language describing an entirely different
section of the law that the words "windfall profits" be made to refer to march-in rights.
They clearly do not. Such a representation is highly misleading.

When read in context, the real meaning could not be clearer. Rather than controlling
product prices, the language actually provided that the Government should be able to be
recoup a percentage of its investment when an invention from its extramural funding hits
a home run in the market.

The pay back provision was later dropped because the agencies said that the
administrative costs of tracking university royalties would far outweigh any monetary
benefits from the one in a million breakthrough invention.

Now for those who really want to explore entrails of Bayh-Dole, it is instructive that
when we clearly intended to trigger agency actions related to the financial success of an
invention, the language ofthe "pay back" provision was very specific. We said in black
in white how much money would trigger the provision.

II

If we had intended for agencies to control product prices, we would not do so in hidden
code words suddenly unearthed like the Rosetta stone 25 years later. We would have told
agencies precisely what we meant. That no such language exists is evident. Such a
construction can only be made by Alice in Wonderland contortions of the record.

Again, it is fair to look back in hindsight and say that we were wrong to not control
prices. Congress is certainly empowered to amend the law to do so, but we also have clear
evidence that such actions may not have the intended result.

We need look no further than NIH itself. Under pressure, in 1989 NIH placed a provision
in its intramural collaborations with industry that resulting inventions must demonstrate
"a reasonable relationship between the pricing of a licensed product, the public
investment in that product, and the health and safety needs of the public."

When industry collaborations began evaporating, and NIH explored the reasons is found:

Both NIH and its industry counterparts came to the realization that this policy had

I
•
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the effect ofposing a barrier to expanded research relationships and, therefore,
was contrary to the Bayh-Dole Act

(NIH Response to the Conference Report Request for a Plan to Ensure Taxpayers'
Interests are Protected, July 200 I, A Plan To Ensure Taxpayers' Interests are
Protected, p. 8),

If NIH by its own words found that trying to impose price controls on its intramural
research is "contrary to the Bayh-Dole Act," I would be very interested, indeed, to see
how a conclusion can be reached that the same provisions that failed internally could be
applied to extramural research,

IfCongress does decide to amend Bayh-Dole someone wiser than me must layout in
clear language what is a "reasonable price!' They must keep in mind that the vast
majority of technologies developed under the law are commercialized by small

{
companies that "bet the farm" on one or two patents, Copycat companies are always
waiting until an entrepreneur has show the path ahead, Copycats can always make things

~heaper since they have no significant development costs to recover.

What will happen to the more than 2,000 start up companies arising from Bayh-Dole that
are driving our economy forward with this sword hanging over its head? What evidence
is there that large drug companies will not simply walk away from collaborations with our
public sector? That is what happened here when you tried this experiment in 1989.

')

;3, ?
j';'j > ! ,.'~ r (J

NIH wisely realized that the greater good is to allow American taxpayers to have access
to important new products and processes, along with the new jobs and taxes they create
than to try and regulate prices.

Bob Dole and I made the same choice in 1980, I still believe that we were correct

Thank you
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Re: Senator Bayh should get a call from Associated Press reporter, Theresa Agovino

She will essentially ask: Why should Americans pay the highest drug prices in the world,
particularly when the drugs were made from government research?

Suggested response: Drug pricing is a very complex issue that is outside my expertise. Quite
frankly, Sen. Dole and I were focused on a more fundamental problem. Before our law, no drugs
were being made at all from government-supported research. I'm proud that many of our citizens
are alive today because this is no longer the case.

Thomas Edison said the invention is 1% inspiration and 99% perspiration. In the case of
Government R&D, Government funds the inspiration and industry supplies the perspiration.

Evidence suggests that attempting to control prices of products resulting from federal R&D simply
does not work. When NIH tried to impose price controls on development of their own research in
1989, industry simply walked away. That to me is the worst-case scenario. Wisely, NIH reversed
course and got things back on track.

Developing early stage inventions is incredibly risky and expensive, since this burden is on the
private sector, they simply will not allow government to try and impose prices on the rare
occasions when they succeed.

Rather than price controls, Bob Dole and I thought the better return to the taxpayer was:

That new products be developed through public-prlvate sector partnerships.
That the best minds in our public and private sectors work together to solve important
natural problems.
That preferences be given to small businesses to develop such products whenever
possible.
That resulting products be manufactured in the United States.
That the universities receive royalties back from successful products to fund more public
sector research.
Whencompanies commercialize newgovernment inventions, they create newjobs and
pay taxes.

7. Now we see new companies being formed around university technologies. We are the
only country in the world where this is happening and our rivals now seek to copy our
model. Japan just implemented their own Bayh/Dole Act.

Bob and I also made provisions that if government was funding both the "inspiration and
perspiration," these highly unusual circumstances could be exempted from Bayh/Dole as
"exceptional circumstances," because government was assuming the risk. In these cases,
agencies can determine different patent ownership rules.

There are also protections under Bayh-Dole. We said if companies license university
technologies "sit on them", that the funding agencies could "march-in" and require the university to
license other developers.

Additionally, if a developer cannot meet national needs for health or safety, agencies can also
march-in.

However, the law does not provide that agencies can march-in because the developer has met
the requirements I outlined, but the agency doesn't like the price.

II
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Now I maybe naive,butI do expectcompanies developing important therapies to be good citizens as well.

I'm testifying at the NIH hearing on May 25th not to represent either party, but simpiy to remind
everyone of the rules of the game.

You don't change the rules in the 8th inning because you don't like the score. If Congress feels
that Bob and I made the wrong decision and that government should regulate prices in addition to
the benefits we nowreceive, fine, it cando so.

They should then aiso be prepared to assume responsibility for changing what the Economist
called "the most inspired legislation of the past half century". However, this requires an Act of
Congress, not suddenly turning Congressional language on its head to "discover" a meaning that
Bob and I did not intend.

BACKGROUND FACTS:

More than 80% of inventions licensed under Bayh/Doie go to small companies.

f1
I'

• Universities received $997,830,761 gross iicense income in FY 2002
• NIH received $53.7 million in royalties in FY 2003
• More than 2,000 new small companies formed under Bayh/Dole
• Estimate that of the 5,000 -10,000 new drug compounds entering the drug development

pipeiine, oniy one will emerge as a new drug.
• Average cost of new drug development estimated between $850 million to $1.7 billion,

industry pays this investment.
• A successful drug must also pay the investment cost of the 4,999 that failed in development.

Economic Impact of the Licensing of Technologies Developed at Academic Institutions
FY 1999 (taken from AUTM-Association of University Technology Managers)

"Licensing of innovations made at academic institutions contributed over $ 40 billion in economic
activity and supported more than 270,000 jobs in Fiscal Year 1999. In addition business activity
associated with sales of products is estimated to generate $ 5 billion in U.S. tax revenues at the
federal, state, and local levels."

The iicensees of academic institutions introduced 417 new products in Fiscal Year 1999."

"Survey participants reported that 344 new companies were formed during the year."

"Over 3,900 iicenses and option agreements were reported for Fiscal Year 1999, and more than
sixty percent of these commercial agreements were made with small companies."


